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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

0220-05392-0004
C.F. No. 15-0989, 15-0989-S2
Date:

To:

May 3,

2019

Honorable Members of the Ad Hoc Committee on the 2028 Olympic and
Paralympic Games
)

From:

ULl

Richard H. Llewellyn, Jr., City Administrative Officer
Sharon M. Tso, Chief Legislative Analyst

Subject:

ANNUAL REPORT AND INDEPENDENT BUDGET REVIEW RELATIVE TO THE
2028 OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Council:
1. NOTE and FILE the attached LA 2028 annual report for the year ending December 31,
2018 inasmuch as it is submitted for informational purposes only;
2. NOTE and FILE the attached independent review of the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic
Games budget conducted by KPMG inasmuch as it is submitted for informational
purposes only; and,
3. DIRECT the City Administrative Officer and the Chief Legislative Analyst, with assistance
from the City Attorney and Los Angeles Police Department, to work with LA 2028 and
national, State, and local law enforcement agencies to identify and report concerning the
timing of the appropriations process and the methods for determining any additional costs
of security that might be outside the National Special Security Event designation.
SUMMARY

Pursuant to the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the City of Los
Angeles (City), the Los Angeles Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games
2028 (LA 2028), and the United States Olympic Committee (USOC), LA 2028 has prepared and
submitted to the City the LA 2028 Annual Report for 2019 (2019 Annual Report) covering the
period from January 1,2018 through December 31,2018. The 2019 Annual Report is transmitted
as an attachment to this staff report (Attachment A). The 2019 Annual Report provides the City
with updates on key issues and presents an overview of the previous year's operations and how
LA 2028 performed financially. Included with the 2019 Annual Report are budget and unaudited
financial statements. The 2019 Annual Report also transmits the Joint Marketing Program
Agreement (JMPA) between LA 2028 and the USOC, as approved by the IOC.
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Also transmitted with this report is the LA 2028 Independent Budget Assessment Report (Budget
Report) conducted by KPMG (Attachment B). The Budget Report provides an analysis of the
2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games (2028 Games) budget and highlights changes resulting
from the International Olympic Committee (IOC) awarding the 2028 Games to the City instead
of the 2024 Games. Since KPMG's previous budget review was conducted when the 2024
Games were being pursued, the Budget Report provides a comparison of the 2028 and 2024
Games budgets and identifies budget categories and assumptions with significant changes.
Based on the information presented in the 2019 Annual Report, the various activities LA 2028
has been engaged with, and those it will continue to be involved with, as it works towards the
2028 Games are consistent with preparation work detailed in the Host City Contract (HCC) and
MOU with the City. Additionally, with nine years remaining until the 2028 Games, KPMG’s
Budget Report concludes that the current $6.88 billion budget prepared by LA 2028 is
reasonable and complete for this stage of the Games.
Due to the early stage of program development for the 2028 Games, we anticipate future annual
and budget reports to contain more robust and detailed information.
FINDINGS

2019 Annual Report
As specified in the MOU, the 2019 Annual Report provides updates on the following items:
•

Management discussion and analysis;

•

JMPA with the USOC;

•

LA 2028 transition period and board formation;

•

Insurance and risk management plan;

•

List of contracts with LA 2028 in excess of $1 million;

•

Conflict of interest policies, audited financials, and Form 990; and

•

Youth sports

A key highlight from these various sections includes the finalization of the JMPA which sets forth
the terms of the joint marketing program between LA 2028 and the USOC, as approved by the
IOC. The JMPA is incorporated as an attachment to the 2019 Annual Report. Following the
completion of the JMPA, a new commercial joint venture has been formed that will be guided by
the JMPA and be responsible for LA 2028’s domestic sponsorship, consumer product,
hospitality, ticket sales, and fundraising. The JMPA and subsequent joint venture formation are
important milestones given the reliance on revenue generation from the JMPA-covered revenue
categories and the extended marketing period granted to LA 2028. While the City is not a party
to the JMPA, the City has previously reviewed and agreed to terms in the HCC relative to
commercial activities conducted in relation to the 2028 Games and these are incorporated into
the JMPA.
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Another important area of discussion in the 2019 Annual Report involves youth sports. As
reported by the Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) at the March 27, 2019 meeting of
the Ad Hoc Committee on the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games (Ad Hoc Committee), the
support to reach RAP's goals for increased participation and equity requires capital investments
and ongoing resources for operation, maintenance, fee subsidies, and staffing. The investment
from LA 2028 is an important component of the YSP; however, additional funding beyond the
$160 million from LA 2028 will be necessary to achieve RAP’s goals. Finalization of the scope
and terms of the YSP will need to be reached as part of the Los Angeles 2028 Games Agreement
(Games Agreement) by September 2019.

KPMG Budget Report
In 2016, the City retained KPMG to evaluate the budget proposed by LA24 (the bid committee,
which became LA 2028) to deliver the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games (2024 Games),
The KPMG review determined that the budget for the 2024 Games was substantially reasonable,
complete, and adhered to a conservative approach in its projections of forecasted revenues and
expenditures. When the City’s bid was revised to seek the 2028 Games, the City, the USOC,
and LA 2028 agreed to the terms of an MOU that required an updated review of the 2028 Games
budget. KPMG was again retained to conduct the review which has been completed and
provided in Attachment B to this report.
The KPMG Budget Report is based on a 2028 Games budget as presented by LA 2028 as of
January 22, 2019. This 2028 Games budget was compared to the 2024 Games budget as of
October 16, 2016 which was reviewed during the candidature process. As they indicate in their
report, KPMG’s approach in assessing the 2028 Games budget was similar to the one used with
the 2024 Games budget with a detailed analysis focused on the budget categories which had
changed.
KPMG reports the 2028 Games budget is “reasonable and complete for this stage of the event
lifecycle” with the event nine years in the future. Further, KPMG found that there are “reasonable
processes in place to mitigate risk of overspending in the additional four years of planning." The
2028 Games budget is $6.88 billion, which includes a contingency of $615.9 million, showing an
increase in expenses and revenues of $1.58 billion each. Of this amount, inflation (calculated at
1.912 percent) is identified by KPMG as the cause for 86 percent or $1.36 billion of the total
increase for expenses. The remaining expense increases of $219 million are attributed to
support of the $160 million YSP, sustainability initiatives, costs for secondary ceremony event(s),
and costs for an additional four years of operations.
In the revenue category, KPMG identifies inflation as the cause of $1.07 billion increase in
revenues. The remaining increase of $505.7 million is attributed to additional IOC funding,
ticketing revenue, sponsorship revenue, licensing and merchandising, commissions, and
interest income.
While there are no issues of concern raised by KPMG with regard to the 2028 Games budget,
the Budget Report does identify factors for the City's consideration that may impact future
expenditures for the 2028 Games and the City. The two factors with the most potential impact
to the City are security and municipal services.
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On the subject of security, KMPG states that costs outside of security activities in and around
the venues are usually not accounted for in the Games budget because an entity like LA 2028
would not have control over national-level decisions that may impact the cost of security during
the Games due to elevated threat levels. Also, while the 2028 Games are identified as a National
Special Security Event (NSSE), NSSE specific resources are not available this far in advance of
the Games. Additionally, funding for operational planning and for providing security is subject to
a separate process of appropriations from the federal government. As such, KPMG recommends
that the City and LA 2028 work with national, State, and local enforcement agencies to clearly
understand the timing of the appropriations process and the methods for determining any
additional costs of security that might be outside the NSSE designation. Our Offices concur with
this recommendation.
Relative to municipal services, KPMG states that planning and hosting of the 2028 Games may
require a further commitment on the part of the City based on the City’s vision of the Games.
These costs may not be included in the 2028 Games budget. KPMG recommends that the City
work with LA 2028 to fully develop its vision for hosting the 2028 Games to allow for appropriate
resource planning and help ensure that the City's broader policy objectives in such areas as
tourism and economic development are captured in a mutually supportive manner. Similar to the
YSP, finalization of the municipal services scope and terms will need to be reached as part of
the Games Agreement by September 2019.
NEXT STEPS

As reported by our Offices at the March 27, 2019 meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee, a working
group comprised of our Offices, the Mayor, and the City Attorney have initiated discussions with
LA 2028 regarding development of a Games Agreement which will include:
•

Terms of an enhanced municipal services agreement to reimburse costs incurred by the
City to support the 2028 Games;

•

Terms of support for the YSP; and,

•

All provisions included in the MOU, including a risk management strategy, contingency
program, and reporting schedule.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

There is no fiscal impact resulting from the recommendations in this report.
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April 29,2019

Eric Garcetti
Los Angeles Mayor
200 N. Spring St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Michael N. Feuer
Los Angeles City Attorney
200 N. Main St., Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4137

Richard H. Llewellyn, Jr.
City Administrative Officer
200 N. Main St,, Suite 1500
Lets Angeles, CA 90012-4137

Sharon M, Tso
Chief Legislative Analyst
200 N. Spring Street, Room 255
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4137

Holly L. Wolcott
City Clerk
200 N. Spring Street, Room 360
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Mayor Garcetti, City Attorney Feuer, City Administrative Officer Llewellyn, Chief
Legislative Analyst Tso, and City Clerk Wolcott:
Pursuant to Sections (9)(b) and 12(a) of the Memorandum of Understanding made and entered by
and among the City of Los Angeles, the United States Olympic Committee, and the Los Angeles Organizing
Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games 2028 (“LA 2028”), please find attached as Appendix
A, the LA 2028 Annua) Report for 2019.
Sincerity,

M

CASEY VASSERMAN \
Ch; nelson, LA 2028

10900 Wilshir* filvd., Suite 700, Loi Angeles, CA 90024 j LAZ8.org

CC:

LA 2028
Brian E. Nelson
Chief Legal Officer
10900 WilshireBIvd.
Suite 700
Los Angeles, CA 90024
UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Chris McCleary
General Counsel
1 Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909
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APPENDIX A

LA 2028: Annual Report for 2019
I.

Management discussion and analysis
In calendar year 2038, LA 2028 laid the foundation of its organization based on a vision to deliver
a transformative Olympic and Paralympic Games that will inspire a new generation and benefit the
City of Los Angeles. In 2039, the organizing committee (OCOG) will continue to build by
implementing a commercial plan, partnering with the City on youth sports, and maturing the
OCOG’s operations and planning.
Everything we do is guided by our promise to reimagine what the Games can be, looking through
the lens of Los Angeles’s optimism and youthful energy while keeping fiscal responsibility top of
mind. To this end, LA 2028 has finalized the 2028 Games budget - which is an update from the
2024 Games budget - as described in more detail in the next section.
Commercial: LA 2028, the U.S, Olympic Committee, and the International Olympic Committee
finalized the Joint Marketing Programme Agreement (JMPA), which is attached as Appendix B.
The JMPA sets forth the joint marketing program between LA 2028 and the U.S. Olympic
Committee ahead of the 2028 Games. The completion of this process allowed LA 2028 to establish
the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Properties, LLC - (he commercial joint venture between LA
2028 and the U.S. Olympic Committee. Kathy Carter leads the joint venture as the Chief Executive
Officer and is also LA 2028’s Chief Revenue Officer, overseeing all of the OCOG’s domestic
sponsorship, consumer product, hospitality, ticket sales, and fundraising.
Youth sports: hi 2018, LA 2028 began to lay the groundwork for its substantial investment in youth
sports in Los Angeles ahead of the 2028 Games. We were pleased to work with the LA Department
of Recreation and Parks (RAP) on a comprehensive analysis of the youth sport programming it
offers and on those youth programs offered by other organizations operating in Los Angeles. We
were also happy to provide financial support to expand youth enrollment in RAP’s successful
SwimLA programming last summer. More information about LA 2028’s planning in support of
youth sports through 2028 can be found below.
Organizational: LA 2028 has fully completed its transition to an organizing committee, LA 2028
is currently governed by a board of directors chaired by Casey Wasserman and organized consistent
with federal and state laws. International Olympic Committee requirements, and those requirements
contained in Section 7 of the memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the City of Los
Angeles, the U.S, Olympic Committee, and LA 2028.
Finally, as discussed in more detail below, LA 2028’s operating reserves are healthy, which is due
to the International Olympic Committee’s quarterly $9 million payments to the OCOG for a total
of $36 million in payments made to the OCOG in 2018.
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II.

Budget update & KPMG process
LA 2028 used calendar year 2018 to update the Games Budget for the 2028 Games, building on
the strong foundation of the 2024 Games Budget already vetted by KPMG and approved by
Council, The 2028 Games Budget is as attached as Appendix C.
A review of the 2028 Games Budget has been performed by KPMG, which has been separately
provided to the City.
LA 2028’s financial statements for calendar year 2037 are attached as Appendix D. LA 2028 is
finalizing its accounting for fiscal year 2018 (which aligns with the 203 8 calendar year). The
OCDG’s primary source of revenue in 2018 is the International Olympic Committee's quarterly
payments of $9 million. The primary categories of expenditures in 2018 are staffing, professional
services, office operations, travel and entertainment, and insurance.
With the updates to the overall 2028 Games Budget complete. LA 2028’s future annua) reports will
include forecasts of the annual operating budgets (including forecasted revenues and expenses),
any relevant updates on venue infrastructure schedules and budgeting, and, beginning in 2024, bank
statements of Ihe Allocated Contingency,

III,

Insurance & risk management plan
The OCOG maintains an active Host City Conlract 2028 insurance policy as of September 13.
2017, which is the date of the City’s signature of the Host City Contract.
LA 2028 is taking a comprehensive approach to risk management, including:
• Best-in-market, customized insurance policies for both typical and unique risks;
• Strict budgeting and insurance guidelines for all contract counter-parties and vendors;
• Shifting risk to other parties wherever possible through contractual agreements; and
• Strong risk management internal controls.
As part of the 2028 Games Budget process, LA 2028 collaborated with insurance-program and
risk-management specialists to evaluate further the potential lines of coverage and scope and to
update estimate pricing of premiums. The pricing remained stable for many types of coverage, and,
accordingly, the premium estimates are largely the same. As of this writing, the following
insurance products are in place, in addition to the Host City Contract 2028 insurance policy:
• General Liability (initial coverage of $14 million, including excess policy)
• Cyber ($ 1 million for initial years of OCOG operation)
« Other; Property, automobile, crime/fraud, workers’ compensation, and employment
practices
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IV.

List of contracts in excess of $1M
Contract
Value

Purpose

Lease
Agreement
AECOM
Technical
Services, Inc.

$9,398,788.63
(10 years)
$1,980,000
(10/1/17 to
06/30/19).

Boston
Consulting
Group

$1,101,300
(2018)

Multiple project scopes for the LA youth
sports project review and a LA 2028 budget
analysis

Environmental
Contracting
Corporation

$2,891,031
less a
$1,074,360
reimbursement
from landlord
(2018)
$1,055,554
(2018)

Management of tenant improvements for our
office space, including management, of and
payment of funds from this contract to
numerous sub-contractors

City of Los
Angeles

10-year office lease
Technical consulting and planning related to
the development of a masterplan for the
Games and legacy strategy, and several
technical appraisals and inventory projects

SwimLA program pilot

V.

Conflict of interest policies, audited financials, and Form 990
Per the MOU, we have provided the City with LA 2028!s conflict of interest policy as well as the
most recently available Form 990 and audited financials.

VI.

Youth sport
LA 2028 is committed to investing up to S160M leading up 1o 2028 to provide access to quality
youth sports across Los Angeles. In partnership with City leaders and subject to further negotiation
and modification, the following are the principal terms of LA 2028’s youth sport proposal.
•

RAP will provide quality youth sport programs (see below), focusing first on getting to
full enrollment in existing programs (especially in low income neighborhoods), and then
on developing and expanding programs that include Olympic sport and adaptive sport.

•

LA 2028 will remove the primary barrier to access by subsidizing participation fees,
o TBD fee target and qualification
o TBD amount of LA 2028 subsidy to RAP per participant / per sport

•

Partnership Goal is to increase participation.
o Results to be measured and evaluated; RAP program will be regularly reviewed
to adjust based on what’s working,

•

Definition of “Quality Programs”:
o the facilities must be safe:

Lfl 2028

o
o
o
o

the facilities mast be well maintained:
the programming mast be aniform/slandardized across all participating parks;
the coaches must be “quality” - well sourced, trained and supervised; and
the programing is built on a “Safe Snort” model.
it it it
It U /I
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This Agreement is made as of the ‘

day of August, 2018.

PARTiES:
THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (hereinafter, the "USOC')
and
The LOS ANGELES ORGANIZING COMMITTEE FOR THE OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES
202C d/b/a LA 2028 (hereinafter, “LA £028")

RECITALS:
A.

WHEREAS, according to the Olympic Charter, the International Olympic Committee (the “IOC”)
governs the Olympic Movement, and exclusively owns all rights to the Olympic Games, in particuiar
and without limitation, the rights relating to their organisation, exploitation, broadcast and reproduction
by any means whatsoever;

B.

WHEREAS, according to the IPC Handbook, the Internationa! Paralympic Committee (the “IPC")
governs the Paralympic Movement, and exclusively owns all rights to the Paralympic Games, in
particular and without limitation, the rights relating to their organization, exploitation, broadcast and
reproduction by any means whatsoever;

C,

WHEREAS, the IOC, at its 131st Session in September 2017 in Lima, Peru, voted (the 'Games Vote”)
to elecl the Candidate City (defined below) as the host city for the Games of the XXXIV Olympiad 2028
(the “Host City”);

D.

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Host City Contract, the XVIII Paralympic Games (hereinafter, the
"Paralympic Games”) were awarded by the tPC to the Host City simultaneously with the IOC’s election
of the Host City for the Games of the XXXIV Olympiad 2028 (hereinafter, the "Olympic Games", and
together with the Paralympic Games, collectively, the 'Games"), with the intent that the Paralympic
Games be held following the Olympic Games in the Host City;

E.

WHEREAS, pursuant to agreements between the IOC and (PC (the “tOC-IPC Agreement"), the IPC
has transferred (byway of future essignmeni) to the OCOG (defined below) certain Paralympic Gamesrelated marketing rights in the Host Country (defined below);

F.

WHEREAS, in the Host Country (defined below) the USOC operates as both the NOC end NPC; and

G.

WHEREAS, pursuant to G 2.7 and G 2.6 of the Candidature Questionnaire Olympic Games 2024
(which is the operative document for the Candidate City for 2028), LA 2028 and the USOC have
decided to enter into this Joint Marketing Programme Agreement in order to help optimise the value of
the Olympic and Paralympic image and maximise the revenue generating possibilities to successfully
stage the Games,

WOW, THEREFORE, THE PARTIES HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1.

DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement (and in addition to capitalised terms defined elsewhere), the following capitalised
words and phrases have the following respective meanings:
“Act” means the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 3$ U.S.C, §220501 et set),
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“Business Da/' means a day other than Saturday or Sunday on which banks are open for business in
the Host Country.
"Candidate City" means the City of Los Angeles, which submitted an application to host the Games
pursuant to the Candidature Process.
“Candidature Process" means the process conducted by the IOC for the selection of the successful
Host City for the Games according to the rules established in the Candidature for the Olympic Games
2026 documents, which are the operative documents for the candidature to host the Games in 2028.
'Commencement Date" has the meaning set out in Clause 2.1.
“Host City Contract’ means the agreement entitled “Host City Contract for the Games of the XXXIV
Olympiad 2028” {including the Host City Contract 2028 - Principles (and its appendices) and the Host
City Contract - Operational Requirements) executed by the IOC, the City of Los Angeles and the USOC
following the election of the City of Los Angeles as the Host City, and in respect of which the OCOG
will be bound.
“host Country" means the territory for which the USOC is recognised by the IOC as NOC, and in its
capacity as NPC, by the IPC.
“iOC/USOC Definitive Agreement” means that certain Definitive Agreement entered into between the
IOC and the USOC as of May 25, 2012.
*!PC Handbook" means the IPC Handbook es published on the IPC Website, which includes without
limitation the (PC’s constitution, bye-laws, regulations and Paralympic Games requirements.
“IPC/USOC Trademark Protocol" means that certain Paralympic Trademark Model agreement
entered into between the tPC and USOC as of February 28, 2006.

"Joinder Agrsemenlfa)" means the written documents signed by the Joint Venture in the form set out
in Appendix 2. in which the Joint Venture intervenes as a Party to this Agreement and the JVLA and
agrees to adhere to the terms hereof and thereof.
"Joint Marketing Period" means the period starting on 1 January 2021 until 31 December 2028.
“Joint Marketing Programme" mean® the marketing programme (including all sponsorship, licensing
and any ether commercial activities) consolidating Olympic- and Paralympic-related properties within
the Host Country during the Joint Marketing Period.
“Joint Marketing Programme Revenue" has the meaning specified in Clause 6.1.
“Joint Venture" shall mean the legal entity that will be formed by the USOC and the OCOG following
the Games Vote.
"Joint Venture Marks" means all Marketing JV Marks (defined in the JVLA) licensed to the Joint
Venture for purposes of the Joint Marketing Programme.
“Joint Venture Sponsor" means any person or entity selected by the Joint Venture to aoquire and
exercise Games and USOC sponsorship, marketing, supply or licensing rights in the Host Country
pursuant to the Joint Marketing Programme.
“JVLA" shall mean the Joint Venture Letter Agreement to be executed by the USOC and LA 2028
concurrently with this Agreement, which sets forth the material terms of the formation and operation of
the Joint Venture.
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Marketing Pten Agreement' meats the agreement to be entered into by and between the IOC,
OCOG and the Joint Venture related to the marketing plan for the 2028 Games, as further detailed in

Clause 5,3..
*NOC means National Olympic Committee.
'NPC* means National Paralympic Committee
“NPC Emblem' means the emblem owned by the NPC in the Host Counlry, as approved by the IPC
and as Illustrated in Appendix 1 to this Agreement.
“OCOG* means the ‘Organising Committee for the Olympic Games', an entity endowed with legal
personality undar the laws of the Host Country and established pursuant to tire terms of the Hosl City
Contract.
Olympic Charter" means ths Olympic Charter (including its Rules and Bye-laws) in force upon
conclusion of the 131* IOC Session in Lima, Peru, and as may be amended from time to time.
"Olympic Movement" means the organisations, athletes and other persons who agree to be guided
by the Olympic Charter, under the supreme authority and leadership of the IOC, The goal of the Olympic
Movement is lo contribute to balding a peaceful and better world by educating youth through sport
practised in accordance with Olympism and its values.
'Paralympic Movement* means a# athletes and officials belonging to tha NPC, the international
Organizations of Sport for the Disabled (lOSDs), the international Federations (IFs), the Regional
Organizations (ROs), the IPC Regional Committees, toe JOSD Sports, the IPC Sports Technical
Committees, IPC Councils, IPC Standing Committees, other <PC bodies and any other persons or
organizations who agree to be guided ty the IPC Constitution and Bye-laws
"Parties' means LA 2028, the OCOG, the USOC and, upon execution of toe Joinder Agreement, toe
Joint Venture.
"TOP Partners" means toe group of companies partiepeting in toe TOP Programme (or its successor)
as highest level international Olympic sponsors, including sponsors of toe “international Programme"
as referred to in §24.4 of toe Hosl City Contract 2028 * Principles.
'TOP Programme' means the highest reva of international Olympic sponsorship managed by the IOC
and currently known as "The Olympic Partners Programme" or TOP",
'TOP IX Programme' means toe TOP Programme for the period commencing 1 January 2017 and
concluding 31 December 2020.
"TOP X Progriimme’ means the TOP Programme conducted by tire IOC for the period commencing 1
January 2021 end concluding 31 December 2024
“TOP XI Programme’ means tha TOP Programme conducted by the IOC for tire period commencing
1 January 2025 and concluding 31 December 2026.
'TOP Xlt Programme’ means toe TOP Programme conducted by the IOC for tire period commencing
1 January 2029 and concluding 31 December 2032.
“USD" means United States dollars.
"USOC Emblem" means the Olympic emblem owned by the USOC in toe Host Country, as approved
by the iOC and as illustrated in Appendix 1 to this Agreement.
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‘USOC Property” means all USOC Marks (defined In the JVLA). which for the avoidance of doubt,
includes the USOC Emblem (including any future version thereof), the NPC Emblem (including any
future version thereof) and any other intellectual property owned or used by the USOC (as identified in
the JVLA), at any time, and related to the USOC's role and mission as the National Olympic Committee
and/or National Paralympic Committee for the Host Country, including without (imitation the authority
to grant any rights to claim a sponsorship, association or affiliation of or with the USOC or the US
Olympic or Paralympic team. For the avoidance of doubt, for purposes of this Agreement, the term
'USOC Property’ does not include any intellectual property owned or used by the USOC in its capacity
as the National Federation for any Paralympic sport in the Host Country.
"USOC Sponsor" means any person that has been selected by the USOC to acquire and exercise
Olympic and/or Paralympic sponsorship, marketing, Supply or licensing rights in the Host Country (other
than TOP Partners).

2.

ENTRY INTO FORCE AND OLYMPIC CHARTER

2.1

Entry into Force: LA 2028 and the USOC acknowledge and agree that this Agreement shall become
effective upon the counter-signature of this Agreement by the IOC to indicate its acknowledgement of
the terms agreed between the Parlies hereunder (the ‘Commencement Dale").

2.2

Olympic Charter- AH provisions of this Agreement shall be subject to the Olympic Charter, the |PC
Handbook, and the Host City Contract, and, K any inconsistency between the provisions of this
Agreement and the Olympic Charter, the JPC Handbook and/or the Host City Contract arises, the
provisions of the Olympic Charter, the IPC Handbook, and the Host City Contract shaft prevail;
provided, that the Parties expressly agree that no such conflict is intended or believed to exist, and sli
provisions of this Agreement shall be interpreted to the greatest extent possible in such a manner as
to avoid any such conflict with the Olympic Charter, the iPC Handbook and the Hosl City Contract;
provided further, that the IOC reserves the right to amend the Olympic Charter with respect to
governance of the Olympic Movement in accordance with the terms set out In the Host City Contract.

3.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND UNDERTAKINGS

3.1

OCOG and Joint Venture as Parties: LA 2028 and the USOC hereby undertake to cause the Joint
Venture, immediately after constitution, to intervene as a Party and adhere to this Agreement by means
of the Joinder Agreement, to the effect that all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement relating
to the Joint Venture, and all of the rights, guarantees, representations, statements, covenants, other
commitments and obligations of the Joint Venture provided for in this Agreement shall be and become
legally binding upon the Joint Venture, as if the Joint Venture were an original Party hereto. The Joint
Venture shall forward an original copy of its Joinder Agreement to the USOC and IOC shortly after its
formation. By no later than April 30, 2018, LA 2028 wilt amend its Articles of Incorporation to change
its corporate name to "Los Angeles Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games
2028" (or words of similar import, as may be mutually agreed among between LA 2026, the USOC,
and the IOC) and to modify its corporate purposes accordingly Upon the effectiveness of such
amendment. LA 2028 will be deemed to be the OCOG for all purposes of this JMPA and the JVLA
without further action, and the OCOG will remain responsible for any obligations of LA 2028 hereunder
or thereunder. For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties shall comply with Section 3 of the Host City
Contract, and seek the IOC's prior written approval of the formation and governance documents of LA
2028 and the Joint Venture.

3.2

Goodwill: The Parties acknowledge that it is of great significance to the IOC, IPC, the Olympic
Movement, and the Paralympic Movement that this Agreement, the JVLA and the Marketing Plan
Agreement be developed and conducted in such a manner as to protect and preserve the integrity of
the Olympic Movement and Paralympic Movement, and to enhance the goodwill of the IOC, IPC, the
USOC, the organising committees of future Olympic Games and Olympic Winter Games and/or future
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Paralympic Games and Paralympic Winter Games, and to enhance the value and promote the
understanding of Olympism and enhance the value of the Olympic and Paralympic brand.
3.3

Reducing Market Clutter: The Parties acknowledge that Games marketing-related programmes are
based on partnerships with a limited number of commercial partners and brands, providing more value
to the Olympic Movement and/or Paralympic Movement in return for exclusive rights and greater
protection of those rights, thereby reducing clutter in the marketplace and increasing the general
public’s identification of the companies having an official association with the Olympic Movement and/or
Paralympic Movement.

3.4

Consolidation of Rights in Host Country: In order to maintain the principles set out in Clause 3.2 and
Clause 3,3 above, the Parties undertake to consolidate certain key Olympic- and Paralympic-related
properties and equities in the Host Country in connection with the Games in the Joint Venture during
the Joint Marketing Period as described herein and as detailed in the JVLA, As a general matter and
subject to the terms of the JVLA, activities or properties shall be consolidated in the Joint Venture
where they are created and/or operated in direcl furtherance of the sieging and organization of the
Games and/or the U.S. teams' participation in the Olympic, Paralympic, Pan American, ParaPan
American and/or Youth Olympic Games during the Joint Marketing Period. The Joint Venture will
develop a marketing plan for the Joint Marketing Programme pursuant to the requirements set out in
Clause 5 below.

3.5

Candidature Marks: The Parlies shaft immediately refrain from and discontinue the use of any marks,
logos, emblems and slogans created for the purpose of the Candidature Process as from the Games
Vole, except as expressly approved by the fOC.

4.

KOC/h'PC LOCAL MARKETING PROGRAMME

4.1

Existing Rights: The USOC undertakes to refrain from soliciting, selling and entering into agreements
for the grant of USOC Property and USOC-retated marketing rights in the Host Country at any time
after January 1, 2021, except as expressly authorized herein and/or in the JVLA.

4.2

USOC Local Marketing Programme; Rights Prior to Joint Marketing Period; In order to protect the
successful development of the Joint Marketing Programme during the Joint Marketing Period;
The USOC hereby represents and warrants to the other Parties and the IOC, the USOC has
(a)
not, will not and did not prior to the Games Vote, without the approval of LA 2028, enter into any
sponsorship or lioensing agreement that expires after December 31, 2020 or amend, extend or
otherwise modify any such agreement such that it would be in effect at any time after such date, and
Prior to December 31, 2018, LA 2028 and the USOC Shall explore in good faith whether there
(b)
are any product or service categories for which it would be mutually beneficial for the USOC, LA 2028,
the OCOG and/or the Joint Venture to seit together (i,e„ for both the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games and the 2022-2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games) and, upon the mutual agreement of LA
2028 (or the OCOG, as applicable) and the USOC that such product or service categories exist, then
to the extent the IOC approves such joint and early sale under the terms of the Marketing Plan
Agreement or otherwise, (i) the USOC and the Joint Venture shall cooperate with respect to the saie
of marketing, sponsorship and simitar rights for such categories for a period that includes both the 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games and the Joint Marketing Period, and (ii) any revenues arising from
such categories for such period shall be allocated between the Joint Venture and the USOC by such
mutual agreement in accordance with the Fundamental Principles (as defined in the JVLA).

4.3

Contractual Restrictions: As a precautionary measure, the USOC warrants and undertakes that H has
(with respect to 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 hereof only), and will, include appropriate contractual clauses in its
USOC sponsorship agreements to the effect that the USOC Sponsors acknowledge that the following
principles will apply:
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4.3.1.

the USOC sponsorship agreements shall terminate no later than 31 December 2020, such that
USOC Sponsors shall have no right to a commercial association with the Games, the OCOG,
the Joint Venture, the USOC or any US Olympic or Paralympic team beyond 31 December

2020;
4.3,2.

USOC Sponsors will be afforded a 60-day right of first negotiation by the Joint Venture to
become a Joint Venture Sponsor for the Joint Marketing Period as provided in the JVLA;
provided that upon the expiration of such 60-day period, the OCOG and the Joint Venture shall
have no further obligations to any USOC Sponsor (e g., such right of first negotiation shall not
include any right to match any subsequent proposal or agreement). The USOC will work
coliaboratively with the OCOG and the Joint Venture to promptly commence these negotiations
as soon as possible following the IOC’s approval of the Marketing Plan Agreement, and the
Joint Venture will collaborate in good faith with the USOC to determine the terms to be
proposed to each USOC Sponsor; and

4,3.3.

Subject to Clause 4.3.2. from and after the later date of the IOC’s approval of the Marketing
Plan Agreement and January 1, 2019, the Joint Venture may solicit, sell and announce Joint
Venture Sponsors in the same categories as USOC Sponsors with companies that may be
competitors to USOC Sponsors, it being understood that (a) except as otherwise specified in
the JVLA. only Joint Venture Sponsors shall enjoy rights In connection with the Games, the
OCOG, the Joint Venture, the USOC, and the 2022,2024, 2026 and 2028 US Olympic and/or
Paralympic Teams, and to the extent granted under Clause 4.2 above, the 2020 US Olympic
and/or Paralympic team, and (b) except as otherwise agreed by the USOC and IOC, Joint
Venture Sponsors may not activate any rights prior to January 1, 2021. For the avoidance of
doubt, the Joint Venture may not grant any rights to Joint Venture Sponsors which would
conflict with the Olympic Charter, the IPC Handbook, the Host City Contract or the Marketing
Plan Agreement.

4A

Revenue from USOC Domestic Marketing Programme: The USOC shall retain any and ad revenues
generated by its domestic marketing programme and agreements with USOC Sponsors for the grant
of USOC Property and USOC-reiated marketing rights in the Host Country prior to the start of the Joint
Marketing Period.

5.

JOIMT MARKETING PROGRAMME

5.1

Purpose: The Parties understand and agree that the purpose of the Joint Marketing Programme is to
create a unified marketing structure for Olympic and Paralympic marketing within the Host Country for
the Games. It serves to combine certain key marketing and commercial rights of the USOC and the
OCOG in the Joint Venture during the Joint Marketing Period, unencumbered by any option or prior
grant (save as provided for in
.3.2), in order to safeguard the OCOG's revenue generating
ability for the successful organisation and staging of the Games whilst presenring the “U.S. Host City
- Joint Marketing Programme Guidelines" set forth in Schedule 6 to the IOC/USOC Definitive
Agreement.

5.2

Joint Venture Management: The Parties agree that the Joint Venture will ad as the oniy entity
responsible for management of the Joint Marketing Programme in the Ho6i Country during the Joint
Marketing Period, subject to and in accordance with the terms of the Host City Contract, the Marketing
Plan Agreement, this Agreement and the JVLA. The Joint Venture wilt not solicit, sell or enter into
agreements that grant third parties the right to use Joint Venture Marks in the Host Country before the
start of the Joint Marketing Period and subject always to execution of the Marketing Plan Agreement
Upon the later of approval by the IOC of the Marketing Plan Agreement and January 1, 2019, the Joint
Venture may immediately begin to sell ail sponsor, supplier and licensee categories pursuant to the
terms of the Marketing Plan Agreement, and subject to the right of first negotiation described in Clause
4,3.2. The Joint Venture shall be permitted to announce, on a one-time basis upon execution, any and
ail sponsor, marketing or license agreements signed in accordance with the Marketing Plan Agreement
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and may authorise Joint Venture Sponsor® to utilize Joint Venture Marks beginning on the date the
Joint Marketing Period commences.
5,3

Marketing Plan The OCOG and Joint Venture will sign the Marketing Plan Agreement with the IOC
and the Joint Venture wfll develop a marketing plan that wiH detail ail aspects of sponsorship, licensing
and other marketing activities in connection with the Games by no later than 31 December 2016. The
Marketing Plan Agreement wiJ dearly establish the marketing structure and objectives for the Games
and elaborate the framework for developing and implementing the marketing pten for the Games.

5.4

USOC Support: The USOC acknowledges and agrees dial it wi# fuiy respect, support and implement
aii of the terms and commitments established in this Agreement and the JVLA regarding the marketing
efforts to be undertaken by the Joint Venture in the Host Country during die Joint Marketing Period
and, unless expressly provided otherwise herein or in the JVLA it will not oonduct any marketing or
other commercial activities that could create or imply an Olympic or Paralympic association during tha
Joint Marketing Period. Further, during the Joint Marketing Period and unless expressly provided
otherwise herein or in the JVLA, the USOC undertakes to:

5.5

5.4.1.

refrain from using or exploiting the USOC Property, or granting any rights of use of exploitation
of the USOC Property to any third paly;

5.4,2.

refrain from developing, using or exploiting its present or future marks or logos, which are not
currently USOC Property, in a manner that could create or imply an Olympic or Paralympic
association;

5.4,3.

use the products and services of any TOP Partner h accordance with terms of any contract or
agreement entered into between such entity and USOC; and use the products and services of
any Joint Venture Sponsor in accordance with the terms of any contract or agreement entered
into between such Joint Venture Sponsor and the Joint Venture;

5.4.4.

ensure that ai goods or services supplied to the USOC are supplied on the condition that the
supplier first executes an acknowledgement, in such form as the Joint Venture may determine,
stating that such supplier has no rights to use any USOC Property during the Joint Marketing
Period and will not attempt to gain any Olympic cr Paralympic association without the prior
written consent of the Joint Venture. The USOC will use Its best efforts to ensure that any
supplier of goods or services complies with the terms of such acknowledgement; and

5.4.5.

refrain from entering into any negotiations or agreements wtth any broadcaster (audio or audio
visual} within the Host C ountry concerning rights to the Paralympic Games, other than ordinary
course negotiations involving both foe IPC and a Host Country Broadcaster

Grant of USOC Roftis: Fa the purpose of Implementing the Jotnl Marketing Programme and pursuant
to Bye-Law 4.10.2 to Rules 7-14 of the Olympic Charter, the USOC grants to the Joint Venture an
irrevocable and exclusive licence during the Joint Marketing Period to:

or any part of the USOC Property in accordance with this

5.5.1.

use, reproduce and exploit the whole
Agreement and the JVLA;

5.5.2.

approve the use of the Olympic emblem, the Paralympic emblem, as well as any other Olympicor Paralympic- related symbols, emblems, marks a designations in the Host Country in
accordance with this Agreement and tee JVLA; and

5.5.3.

sub-license the USOC Property to Joint Venture Sponsors and to negotiate and alter into
contracts, arrangements or understanding with Joint Venture Sponsors or any other third
parties In respect of the use, reproduction and exploitation of the whole or any part of the USOC
Property in accordance with this Agreement and the JVLA.
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The USOC acknowledges that during the period between the date of formation of the Joint Venture
and the conclusion of the Joint Marketing Period, the OCOG and Joint Venture may develop various
graphic designs, trademarks, taglines, brands and word marks in connection with the Games for the
benefit of the Joint Venture, and that during such period, the Joint Venture shall be entitled to use,
reproduce, exploit and sub-license the use of such Joint Venture Marks In the Host Country, subject to
the IOC’s approval and the terms of this Agreement, the JVLA and Marketing Plan Agreement,
5,6

5.7

5.8

USOC Assistance: The USOC shall offer all possible assistance to the OCOG and the Joint Venture
in connection with the Joint Marketing Programme and in connection with the organisation and conduct
of the Games, including, without limitation, to assist the IOC, the Joint Venture and the OCOG in
servicing and supporting the TOP Partners and the Joint Venture Sponsors with the intent that such
entities are to be considered marketing partners of the IOC, the USOC, the Joint Venture and the
OCOG. To this end, the USOC agrees that;
5,6,1.

it shall asset the OCOG and the Joint Venture in gaining access to US Team athletes upon
request of a TOP Partner and/or Joint Venture Sponsor: and

5.6,2.

servicing and support of the TOP Partners and Joint Venture Sponsors within the Host Country
shall be the responsibility of the Joint Venture during the period between 1 January 2021 and
the date of dissolution of the Joint Venture, and thereafter shall be the responsibility of the
USOC, The Joint Venture and the USOC shall arrange for the servicing of TOP Partners in
the Hosl Country for the TOP X and TOP XI Programme to the entire satisfaction of the IOC
and shall coordinate with the OCOG accordingly.

Maintenance of Intellectual Property: In the event of an infringement at any time during the Joint
Marketing Period of the intellectual property rights of the USOC, the OCOG or the Joint Venture, or
any USOC Sponsor or Joint Venture Sponsor In respect of the USOC Property, the Joint Venture Marks
or any use thereof, then:
5,7.1,

the USOC, the Joint Venture and/or the OCOG, will institute, conduct and maintain such legal
proceedings or take any other actions as such Parties determine are appropriate, regardless
of whether such actions are taken in the USOC’s, the Joint Venture’s and/or the OCOG’s name
or in the joint names of the USOC, the Joint Venture and/or the OCOG;

5.7.2.

the USOC, the Joint Venture and the OCOG will honor the terms of this Agreement and the
general intellectual property protection requirements of the Host City Contract, relying as
appropriate upon the protections afforded by the Act and/or by other applicable US federal and
state intellectual property laws in enforcing applicable intellectual property rights; and

5.7.3.

on a case-by-case basis, the USOC, the Joint Venture and the OCOG will mutually agree as
to (i) which Partyfies) will perform the actions required by Clauses 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, (ii) which
Parties) will bear costs in respect of any actions (including legal proceedings) taken to protect
the intellectual property rights in the USOC Property or the Joint Venture Marks during the Joint
Marketing Period, and (iii) which Party(ies) will receive proceeds of any damages or settlement
money In connections therewith. In furtherance of the foregoing, the USOC agrees that it will
provide to the Joint Venture all necessary assistance and support in connection with all actions
(including legal proceedings) for the protection of the intellectual property rights in the USOC
Property.

Ambush Marketing: In accordance with the commitments and undertakings submitted to the IOC as a
part of the Candidature Process regarding marketing programmes or activities in the Host Country that
may Impact the Joint Marketing Programme during the Joint Marketing Period, the Parties (including,
for the avoidance of doubt, the Joint Venture after its execution of the Joinder Agreement) shall comply
with Section 23 of the Host City Contract and with Section 6.5 of the Host City Contract Operational
Requirements.
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5.9

Written Undertakings:
5.9.1
LA 2026 and the USOC must obtain a written undertaking from each of the National
Federations (and/or any relevant authority exercising control over the National Federations) as set out
in Appendix 3, duly signed by the appropriate representatives and submitted to the IOC by 31 March
2019. If the USOC fails to obtain any of the written undertakings required by the forgoing sentence,
the USOC shall be fully responsible and accountable for any acts of ambush marketing by The National
Federations (and/or any relevant authority exercising control over such National Federations) from
which the USOC fails to obtain a written undertaking.
5.9.2
The USOC must obtain written undertakings by 31 June 2020 from each National Para-sport
Federation (and/or any relevant authority exercising control over such Para-sport Federations) with the
content required by Appendix 4 hereto. If the USOC fails to obtain any of the written undertakings
required by the forgoing sentence, the USOC shall be fully responsible and accountable for any acts
of ambush marketing by the Paralympic National Federations (and/or any relevant authority exercising
control over such Para-sport Federations) from which the USOC fails to obtain a written undertaking.

5.10

Assignment of Intellectual Property Riohts. The USOC, the Joint Venture, and/or the OCOG (in each
rase as applicable) will work with the IOC to timely effect all necessary assignments of intellectual
property rights to the IOC, consistent with the principles set out in the Host City Contract and as agreed
with the IOC.

5.11

Reservation of rights: in addition to the perm itted use of ‘Para' specified at 5.12 below, the Joint Venture
acknowledges that the USOC (in its capacity as NPC), certain National Para-sport Federations and
other members of the Paralympic Movement with relevant rights under the (PC Handbook have
obtained approval from the IPC (subject always to the terms of this Agreement and the IOC-IPC
Agreement) to execute marketing activities and to procure funds that will be necessary for the NPC/
National Para-sport Federations to dispatch a national team to national and international Para-sport
Championships (not including the Paralympic Games) taking place during the term of this Agreement
where Paralympic Games rights and emblems are not used. This Agreement therefore will not prevent
the USOC from granting rights to an appropriate logo bul not the NPC Emblem, and an appropriate
designation that identifies the specific Championship being supported, provided that there is no
inclusion of a reference to the Paralympic Games. The National Para-sport Federations Undertakings
(see Appendix 41 shall be interpreted accordingly.

5.12

Use of the Para Prefix: Per IPC Handbook, the Para-prefix is a proprietary term used in a distinctive
way to identify sports within the Paralympic Movement where (PC’s system of functional classification
applies. The unauthorised use of the Para prefix may amount to an ambush of the OCOG's and the
Joint Venture's rights during the Term However there are many legitimate, authorized and on-going
uses of Para that the IPC and USOC (in its rapacity as NPC) approve of (including IFs, National Parasport Federations and other members of the Paralympic Movement with relevant rights under the (PC
Handbook) and will not be restricted by the terms of this Agreement. The use of Pare in the name and
context of official IPC, iPC Regional Organisation, and USOC Games and Championships events, or
events owned by an International Federation that is a member of the IPC (or one of its national
members), should not be prohibited. None of the sponsors of a Para-sport Games or Championships
(or teams) will be permitted to claim any association with the Paralympic Games however, and must
not create any threat to the Paralympic Joint Marketing Programme. The undertakings referred to in
5.9.2 above will take these permitted uses of 'Para' into account.

6.

TOP PROGRAMME

S.1

The USOC shall participate in the TOP Programme as specified in the IOC/USOC Definitive
Agreement. The OCOG shall participate in the TOP Programme as agreed between the OCOG and
the IOC pursuant to the Host City Contract and the Marketing Plan Agreement. Consistent with the
terms of the Marketing Pian Agreement and JVLA, the Joint Venture will be responsible for executing
certain elements of the foregoing OCOG and USOC obligations. Notwithstanding the performance by
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the Joint Venture of such elements on behalf of the OCOG or USOC, each of the USOC’s and the
OCOG's share of such TOP revenues (in whatever form, including, without limitation, the value of any
VIK received) shall be excluded from the Joint Marketing Programme Revenue,

6.2

Each of the USOC, OCOG and Joint Venture hereby represents and warrants to the other Parties and
the IOC that
6.2.1

such Party confirms its support to the TOP Programme and participation as specified in Clause

6.1;
6.2.2
such Party undertakes to respect and deliver (or to cause the Joint Venture to deliver on its
behalf, as applicable) the rights, opportunities and benefits granted to TOP Partners pursuant to
Kb obligations under the relevant TOP Agreement or Marketing Plan Agreement, as applicable;
6.2.3
such Party shall cooperate with the IOC and with the other Parties to ensure that the TOP
Partners and the IOC receive the full benefit of their partnerships, each as set out in the agreements
pertaining to that party, and
6.2.4
such Party shall not seek to interfere with or undermine the TOP partnerships, which are
managed by the IOC (together with the USOC in the USA).

T.

POST-GAMES MARKETING

7.1

USOC Rights: Subject to the IOC/USOC Definitive Agreement, from t January 2027 the USOC will
be free to solicit, sell, enter into, and announce contracts or arrangements for the grant of USOC
Property and USOC-resated marketing rights exercisable in the Host Country as from 1 January 2026
(i.e. after the end of the Joint Marketing Period), provided that such third parties do not sta rt to activate
such rights at anytime during the Joint Marketing Period, subject to the understanding the USOC shall
be permitted to announce any and all sponsor, marketing or license agreements signed oca one-time
basis upon execution.

7.2

Post-Games Revenue: Any money generated hy the USOC for the grant of USOC Property and
USOC-reiafed marketing rights in the Host Country under any contract or arrangement entered into
pursuant to Clause 7.1 will not be part of the proceeds of the Joint Marketing Programme end will
belong absolutely to the USOC (it being acknowledged that the exercise of such rights by the USOC
Sponsors is not permissible prior to 1 January 2029 (i.e. during the Joint Marketing Period)).

7.3

Ridht of First Negotiation: Prior to entering into any commercial arrangements with prospective USOC
Sponsors pursuant to Clause 7.1. the USOC agrees to offer a right of firsl negotiation to the then
existing Joint Venture Sponsors (on the same basis as was offered by the Joint Venture to the USOC’s
Sponsors for 2017-2020 quadrennkim) with the intent that such supporters of the Olympic Movement
or Paralympic Movement in the Host Country should be given every possible opportunity of supporting
the USOC after the Games.

7.4

Protection to IOC Sponsors: Pursuant to Section 23 of the Ho6i City Contract, the USOC end the Joint
Venture shall ensure that the rights of the IOC's commercial partners that have been granted marketing
rights in the Host Country by the USOC (whether existing and/or future partners, including the TOP
Partners) are fully protected at all times during the Term.

6.

JOINT MARKETING PROGRAMME REVENUE

8.1

Definition: For the purposes of calculation of the revenue share to be allocated to the OCOG and the
USOC unde- this Clause 8, ’"Joint Marbetlng Programme Revenue* means all gross revenues raised
by or otherwise contributed to the Joint Venture pursuant to this Agreement and the JVLA from the
Joint Marketing Programme during the Joint Marketing Period in connection with the Games (including
without limitation any Games- or OCOG-relatsd cultural or other events), the USOC, the US Olympic
and/or Paralympic teams, the US team trials (to the extent specified in the JVLA), the Olympic torch
relay, tha OCOG or otherwise associated with the Olympic Movement or Paralympic Movement,

.
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including, without limitation, revenue raised from the sales of sponsorships, supplierships and licensed
merchandise, but excluding:
8.1.1

money or other forms of revenue (including VIK) received by the USOC or the OCOG from: (a)
the IOC’s financial contribution pursuant to §9 of the Host City Contract 2028 - Principles; (b)
philanthropic donations intended for the benefit of the Games; and (c) ticket sales for the
Games;

8.1.2

revenues generated by the USOC from (a) its local marketing programme pursuant to
agreements relating to the USOC Properly and USOC*related marketing rights and extending
until 31 December 2020 (it being understood that, except as otherwise set forth in this
Agreement or the JVLA, revenues generated following 31 December 2020 shall be contributed
to the Joint Venture as Joint Marketing Programme Revenue); and (b) donations to the USOC
or its related foundation for USOC support;

8.1.3

revenues allocated to the USOC by the IOC in connection with the IOC’s TOP IX and TOP XII
Programmes;

6.1.4

revenues generated by the USOC pursuant to Clause 7.1: and

6.1.5

ail revenues generated by the USOC, the OCOG, LA 2028 or the Joint Venture from sources
that the USOC and LA 2028 agree shall not be included within the Joint Marketing Programme
Revenue, including as set forth in Section VI of the JVLA.

8.2

Joint Venture Revenue: Ali Joint Marketing Programme Revenue will belong to the Joint Venture and
will be distributed by the Joint Venture to the USOC and the OCOG in accordance with the terms of
the JVLA.

8.3

USOC Revenue. The USOC revenue share from the Joint Venture is based on the following two
fundamental principles of Schedule 8 of the tOC/USOC Definitive Agreement: (1) net revenues
received by the USOC during the Joint Marketing Period shall be comparable to what the USOC would
have generated from its marketing activities over the same period should the Games not have been
held in the United States, and (2) the economic and other arrangements between the USOC and the
OCOG shall not bs detrimental to the OCOG s ability to successfully organize and stage the Games.
As further detailed in the JVLA, the Joint Venture will pay to the USOC (i) Four Hundred Eighty-Eight
Million and no/100 Dollars (USD $488,000,000,00), as such amount may be adjusted up or down in
accordance with the JVLA (the "USOC Baseline"), plus (ii) 15% of all Joint Marketing Programme
Revenue in excess of Two Billion Seven Hundred Million and no/100 Dollars (USD $2,700,000,000.00).
sets out detailed explanations on how the financial terms of this Agreement have been
reached by the Parties.

8.4

Payment Schedule: The Joint Venture will make such payments to the USOC in quarterly instalments
in accordance with the terms set forth in the JVLA.

8,5

Revenue Shortfall. In the event that the Joint Marketing Programme Revenue projected by LA 2028
and the USOC in the Candidature Process (and serving as the basis for the calculation of the USOC’s
share set forth in £la.us£.iL,3J is not achieved by the Joint Venture for any reason whatsoever, the
USOC agrees to receive an actual revenue share to be paid by the Joint Venture proportionate to the
actual Joint Marketing Programme Revenue, duly adjusted by such shortfall on a pro rata basis, subject
to the understanding that in no event shall the aggregate amount distributed by the Joint Venture to
the USOC throughout the Joint Marketing Period be less than the USOC Baseline.

S.

JOIWT COVENANTS
Each Party respectively represents and warrants to the other Parties as follows:
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9.1

it has the power to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement and the JVLA;

9.2

it has taken at! necessary action to authorize the entry into and performance of this Agreement and the
JVLA;

9.3

the execution of this Agreement and the JVLA or the performance of obligations hereunder or
thereunder wiii not violate any provisions of any agreement binding on It;

9.4

no third party ftnciudrng, without limitation, any mortgagee, lessee or licensee} holds rights granted to
any other party under this Agreement or tie JVLA; and

9.5

no event entitling a party to terminate this Agreement or the JVLA has occurred.

10.

MISCELLANEOUS

10.1

Expiry; This Agreement and the JVLA shall continue in full force and effect until 31 December 2026 or
until the date upon which the IOC terminates the Host City Contract and withdraws the Games from
the City of Los Angeles, whichever date is earlier, when this Agreement and the JVLA shall
automatically expire without notice, except for the terns of this Agreement and the JVLA which
expressly survive expiry or termination.

10.2

Confidential Information Each Party acknowledges that * may receive during the course of this
Agreement and the JVLA confidential information cf any other Parties The Parties undertake that they
witl treat all confidential information as confidential and must not use such information or disclose the
confidential information to any person (except their employees, independent contractors, marketing
agents and professional advisers and then only to such extent as Is required to enable them to comply
with the provisions of this Agreement or the JVLA) without the prior written consenl of the other Parties
or as required by taw. The provision of this Clause 10,2 will nol extend to information which is in the
public domain otherwise than as a result of a breach of this Clause 10.2. The obligations as to
confidentiality' imposed by this Clause 102 wi survive foe expiry or termination of this Agreement and
the JVLA.

10.3

Wpiver: The failure, delay, relaxation or indulgence on the part of any Party in exercising any power
or right given to that Party under this Agreement or the JVLA does not operate as a waiver of foal
power or right, nor does any single exercise of a power or right preclude any other or further exercise
of it or the exercise of any other power or right under this Agreement or the JVLA. A power or right
may only be waived in writing, signed by the Party to be bound by She waiver.

10.4

Amendment: This Agreement and foe JVLA may only be amended, modified, or supplemented in
writing, signed by the Parties and approved by the iOC.

10.5

Severability: Any provision in this Agreement or foe JVLA which is invalid or unenforceable in any
jurisdiction is to be read down for the purposes of that jurisdiction, f possible, so as to be valid and
enforceable, and is otherwise capable of being severed to the extent of foe invalidity or unenforceaMily,
without affecting the remaining provisions of this Agreement or the JVLA or effecting foe validity or
enforceability of that provision in any other jurisdiction,

io.e

Entire Agreement: Other than the tOC/USOC Definitive Agreement, the IPC/USOC Trademark
Protocol, the Marketing Ran Agreement and any other agreement made or to be made between one
or more of foe Parties and the IOC and/or (PC, this Agreement and the JVLA constitute foe entire
agreement among the Parlies in relation to the Joint Marketing Programme and a warranty,
representation, guarantee or other term or condition of any nature not contained or recorded in this
Agreement or the JVLA is of no force or effect. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between
the terms of this Agreement arid foe terms of the JVLA, foe terms of this Agreement shall govern;
provided that, the Parties expressly agree that no such conflict is intended or believed to exist, and aft
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provisions of this Agreement and the JVLA shali be interpreted to the greatest extent possible in such
a manner as to avoid any such conflict For the avoidance of doubt, in no event shall LA 2028, the
OCOG, the Joint Venture or the City of Los Angeles be liable or otherwise responsible for any of the
USOC's obligations under the IOC/USOC Definitive Agreement, notwithstanding any reference thereto
in this Agreement or the JVLA.

107

Notices: Any notice required or permitted to be given by any Party to any other Parly under this
Agreement or the JVLA will be in writing and forwarded by prepaid mail, e-maH or hand delivery to the
other party at the address for that paly set out below or such other address as that party may from
time to time given notice of to the other party. Such notices will be deemed to have been given and
received;
10.7.1

when delivered (if delivered to a party's address);

10.7.2 on the third Business Day after posting (if sent by pre-paid mail); or
10.7.3

on the following Business Day after transmission (if transmitted by e-mail).

To the USOC:
1 Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, Colorado BO909
Attention: Chief Executive Officer & Genera* Counsel
Email: chris.mccleary@usoc.org
To LA 2028 or OCOG:
Los Angeles Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games 2028 d/b/a LA 2028
10960 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1050
Los Angeles, California 90024
Attention. Chairperson ft Chief Executive Officer
Email: cw@LA28.org and gsykes@LA28.org
with a copy (which shall not constitute notice lo LA 2028 or OCOG) to;
Proskauer Rose LLP
11 Times Square
New York, NY 10036
Attention: Jon H, Oram, Esq.
Email: joram@proskeuer.com

10.6

Assignment and Sub-contrgp}jng; Except as expressly provided herein or in the JVLA, none of the
Parties may, without the consent in writing of the others and the consent of the IOC, subcontract or
engage agents to perform its obligations under this Agreement or the JVLA or assign, delegate, charge
or otherwise deal with all or any of its rights under this Agreement or the JVLA without the prior written
consent of the other Parlies.

10.6

Relationship of Parties: Nothing in this Agreement or the JVLA may be construed to place the Parties
in the relationship of partners nor, save as expressly provided in this Agreement or the JVLA, is any
Party able to act as agent of any other Party.

10.10

Further Assurance: Each Parly agrees to do and execute all documents, acts and things which may
be necessary to give full effect to the provisions of this Agreement and the JVLA.

10.11

indemnification:
Each of the USOC, LA 2028, the OCOG and the Joint Venture (each, an
"indemnifying Party") indemnifies and wifi keep indemnified the other Parties and their respective
directors, officers, servants and agents ("Indemnified Pariias") from and against ati and any loss,
claims, damages, costs (including legal costs and expenses calculated on a solicitor-client basis) in
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respect of any claims, demands, actions, proceedings and/or prosecutions which may be brought or
commenced by any third parly connected with, arising out of or relating to a breach by such
indemnifying Parly of any of the warranties contained in this Agreement whether as a result of
negligence or otherwise. Nothing h this Agreement or the JVLA, express or implied, is intended to or
shall confer upon any other person (other than the IOC or any Indemnified Parties) any rights, benefits
or remedies of any nature whatsoever under or by reason of this Agreement or the JVLA.

10.12

Interpretation: In this Agreement and the JVLA, unless the context otherwise requires: (a) the singular
includes the piural, and vice versa; (b) a reference to an individual or person includes a corporation,
partnership, joint venture, association, authority, trust, state or government or vice versa; (c) a
reference to any gender includes alt genders and the neuter; (d) a reference to a recital, chapter,
clause, schedule, annexure or exhibit is to a recital, chapter, clause, schedule, annexure or exhibit of
or to this Agreement or (he JVLA, as applicable; (e) a recital, schedule, annexure or exhibit forms part
of this Agreement or the JVLA, as applicable; (f) headings are for convenience of reference only and
do not affect the interpretation of this Agreement or Ihe JVLA; and (g) a reference to any legislation or
legislative provision in this Agreement or the JVLA includes any statutory modification or re-enactment
of, or legislative provision substituted for, and any subordinate legislation issued under, that legislation
or legislative provision.

10.13

Prevaitino Text: This Agreement and the JVLA have been prepared in English. Should there be any
inconsistencies and/or discrepancies and/or doubts as to the meaning and/or interpretation of clauses
contained herein, then the English text shall prevail for all purposes.

10.14

Governing Law and Dispute Resolution:
10.14.1 This Agreement arid the JVLA is governed by the laws in force in the Host Country and the
State of Colorado, without regard to the principles of conflicts of law.
10.14.2 The Parties agree to attempt to settle any claim or controversy arising out of this Agreement
or the JVLA, or the interpretation of its provision, through consultation and negotiation in the
spirit of mutual cooperation and good faith,
10,14.3 In the event of any dispute under this Agreement or the JVLA involving only the Joint Venture,
LA 2028, or the OCOG, on the one hand, and the USOC, on the other hand, (ha parties shall
engage in a collaborative dispute resolution process further engaging the respective
organizational leaders fora period of 90 days before submitting such dispute to arbitration in
the Borough of Manhattan in New York, New York, under the rules of the American Arbitration
Association if informal resolution is unsuccessful,
10.14.4 If any dispute under this Agreement or the JVLA (other than those subject io Clause 10.14.3)
is not resolved by good faith consultation and negotiation within thirty (30) days of first written
notification to the respective Parlies, then the process shall be determined conclusively by
arbitration, to the exclusion of the ordinary courts of Switzerland, of the Host Country or of any
other country. It shall be decided by the Court of Arbitration for Sport in accordance with the
Code of Sports-Related Arbitration of the said Court. The arbitration shall take place in
Lausanne, in the Canton of Vaud, Switzerland. If, for any reason, the Court of Arbitration for
Sport denies its competence, the dispute shall then be determined conclusively by the ordinary
courts in Lausanne, Switzerland.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE EXECUTED THIS CONTRACT
AT THE PLACE AND ON THE DATE FIRST ABOVE MENTIONED

THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

Per:

■v»-

Susanne Lyons
Ading Chief Executive Officer

■NG COMMITTEE FOR
LOS ANGELES ORG.
THE OLYMi
iO PARALYMPIC GAMES 2028
d/bte LOS /
ES lteB
Per:

Casey Wassyrman
Chairperson
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AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY:

THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

Per:

Al.

Per:

Thom® BACH

Ser Miarg MG

President

Chairmen, Fhance Commission
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APPENDIX 1
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APPEMD1X 2
Joinder Agreement
Reference is hereby made to (I) the Joint Marketing Programme Agreement dated
, 2016 (the
"JMPA") by and among the United States Olympic Committee, and the Los Angeles 2024 Exploratory
Committee d/b/a LA 2028 end as approved by the International Olympic Committee and (Si) the Joint Venture
Letter Agreement dated
, 2018 (the "JVLA’' and together with the JMPA, the 'Agreements11)
between the United States Olympic Committee and the Los Angeles 2024 Exploratory Committee d/b/a Los
An gates 2028 and as approved by the international Olympic Committee. The [Insert name of Joint Venture]
(■Joint Venture")) hereby agrees that it constitutes the Joint Venture (as defined in the JMPA) and the
Marketing Jv (as defined in the JVLA) for the purposes of the Agreements a no that aft the terms and conditions
of the Agreements relating to the Joint Venture or Marketing JV (as applicable) and all rights, obligations,
warranties and representations of the Joint Venture or Marketing JV {as applicable) provided for in the
Agreements shall be teg ally binding on the Joint Venture as if i! were a signatory to the Agreements, and the
Joint Venture hereby agrees to adhere to ail such terms and conditions.
Further, the Joint Venture shall be jointly and severalty Nanis for all rights, obligations, warranties and
representations of the OCOG (as defined in the JMPA) tinder the JMPA and JVLA.
For purposes of Clause 10.7 erf the JMPA, notices to the Joint Venture should be sent to;

[Insert address)
In WITNESS WHEREOF, [Insert full name of the Joint
executed and delivered in its name and on its behalf on
THE {INSERT FULL

Venture] has caused this Joinder Agreement to be
[Insert dele].

NAME OF THE JOINT VENTURE]

By.

Approved by the INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

By;

By:
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APPENDIX 3

Sample Undertaking for National Federation*
The National Federation of (insert sport} {hereafter the *NF‘) hereby Irrevocably undertakes to provide full
support to the candidature ot the City of Los Angeles to host the Games of the XXXIVOlympiad 2028 {the
‘Games'). The NF and its commercial partners including but not limited to sponsors, suppliers and
licensees, and other entities that fall under the control of the NF {collectively, ‘NF Sponsors*) understand
that one of the critical elements necessary for a successful Games marketing programme is to secure an
orderly ma rketplace, with no form of a mbush marketmg. Amb ush marketing mean s any activity undertaken
by an entity, whether public or private, that risks undermining the revenue generating ability of tfte
Organising Committee for the Olympic Games {‘OCOG*} or the marketing joint venture created by the
USOC end the OCOG (the ‘Joint Venture*) by creating, implying or referring to a direct or indirect
association with the Games, any Olympic team, the City of Los Angeles or the year of the Games.
Should the City of Los Angeles be elected to host the Games, we hereby irrevocably guarantee that, from
tha date of election to 31 December 2028:
the NF wit work with the OCOG and the Joint Venture to develop areas of common marketing
interests;
the NF will and will causa the NF Sponsors to refrain from any ambush merketing activities,
including, without limitation, the development o' marketing activities that may have any
connection with the Games, the City of Los Angeles, the year of the Games or any Olympic
team; and
the NF wilt and wtl! cause NF Sponsors to refrain from using any of (he terminology or intellectual
property related to the Games, the City of Los Angeles, the year of the Games or any Olympic
team.
In the event that the City of Los Angeles is not elected to host the Games, this undertaking shall become
null and void.
Signed this (insert date} day of [insert month

Signed on behalf of the NF

Name

Tide

and year], in (insert cfly, country}

APPENDIX

A

Sample Undertaking (or Paralympic Para-sport Federations
The National Para-sport Federations ot [Insert sport] {hereafter the *NFF’) hereby irrevocably undertakes
to provide full support to the candidature of the City of Los Angeles to host the XVtll Paralympic Games
2028 (the 'Paralympic Games'). The NPF and its commercial partners including but not limited to
sponsors, suppliers and licensees, and other entities that fail under the control of the NPF (collectively,
‘NPF Sponsors') understand that one of the critical elements necessary for a successful Paralympic
Games marketing programme ie to secure an orderly marketplace, with no form of ambush marketing.
Ambush marketing means any activity undertaken by an entity, whether public or private, that risks
undermining the revenue generating ability of the Organising Committee for the 2028 Olympic and
Paralympic Games fOCOG”) or the marketing joint venture created by the USOC and the OCOG (the
‘Joint Venture’) by creating, Implying or referring to a direct or indirect association with the Paralympic
Games, any Olympic or Paralympic team, the City of Los Angeles or the year of the Paralympic Games.
Should the City of Los Angeles be elected to host the Games, we hereby irrevocably guarantee that, until
31 December 2028:
the NPF will work with the OCOG and the Joint Venture to develop areas of common marketing
interests;
n the NPF will and will cause the NPF Sponsors to refrain from any ambush marketing activities
including without limitation the development of merkeling activities that may have eny connection
with the Paralympic Games, the City of Los Angeles, the year of the Paralympic Games or any
Olympic or Paralympic team; end
« the NPF will and will cause NPF Sponsors to refrain from using anyof the terminology or intellectual
property related to the Paralympic Games, the City of Los Angeles, the yeer of the Paralympic
Games or any Olympic or Paralympic team.
In the event that the City of Los Angeles is nol elected to host the Paralympic Games, this undertaking
shall become null end void.
Signed this

[insert dateJ day of [insert month and year], in [insert city, counfry).

Signed on behalf of the NPF

Name

Title
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APPENDIX 5
Explanations on Financial Terror
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APPENDIX C
LA 2028 Budget
$M USD (Real $)

REVENUE
1. International Olympic Committee Contribution

898.0

2a. IOC TOP Sponsorship Program

437.0

2b. Additional Projected IOC TOP Renewal Revenue

200.0

3. Domestic Sponsorship

2,517.7

4. Ticket Sales & Hospitality

1,928.8

5. Licensing & Merchandising

304.9

6. Other Revenues

597.8

Total Revenues

6,884.2

SM USD (Real $)

EXPENSES
1. Venue Infrastructure

1,463.7

2. Sport, Games Services & Operations

1,228.7

3. Technology

626.5

4. People Management

933.4

5. Ceremonies

245.0

6. Communications, Marketing & Look

397.3

7. Corporate Administration & Legacy

587.1

8. Other Expenses

806.7 1

9. Contingency

615.9 i

i

Total Expenses

6,884.2

Net Position

1

LP 2028

APPENDIX D
[2017 Financials]

LH2028

v
Lfl£02B
uteoas

LA 2028
Statement of Financial Position - Unaudited
As of December 31, 2017
Total

ASSETS
Current Assets
Bank Accounts

S

674.102.72

$

974,113.83

1000 Cash Accounts
1051 Brokerage Account
Total Bank Accounts

11,11

Accounts Receivable
1200 Pledger/Donations Receivable
Total Accounts Receivable

311,075.18

s

311,075.18

Other Current Assets
1300 Prepalds
1301 Prepaid Insurance

202,062.96

1302 Prepaid Expenses
Total 1300 Prepalds
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

43,610,39
$

335,682.36

$

335,582.35

I

1,620,871.36

Other Assets
1500 Security Deposits
Total Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

S9.1BB.7B
$

99,198.78

I

1,720,070.14

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
2200 Accounts Payable (A/P)
Total Accounts Payable-

579,326.19

»

579,328.19

Other Current Liabilities
2300 Accrued Liabilities

172,514.50

2350 Other Current Liabilities

2,750,000,00

2351 Accrued Interest

8,374.74
31,438.07

2355 Credit Card Acemals
2350 Payroll Liabilities
Total Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

40.921,60

*

3,010,249.11

5

3,569,577.30

*

3,589,577,30

Equity
3900 Retained Earnings

15,861,700.27

Net Revenue
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Unaudited

-17,551,297.43

4

1,859,507.16

t

1.720,070.14

s

Lfl20£8

LA 2028
Statement of Activity - Unaudited

LR 8028

FYC2017
Total
Revenue

7.3?? .TO 34

**C1 Unrestricted Deneltone

1.200.000 00

tion-C«*h DOhatlflM jVtK)
4131 inLe/«1 Income

1JWV59

Total Revenue

l

0,572.95363

Cni{ Papffi

1

e,ST2^2J.BJ

E Spend
•Q10 9ta.fr Espiniw
3.960,7*4 14

«11 S*l*fka
M> fl 2 Pa>'reBT«J«t

2*6.5*1 73

6093 Health BtMfHi

?<e,2*1 63

3D 14 Bonuses

469,039 00

MttUft fnstlrahct Benefits

iSA 9b

M17 AD4D Eentfilt

3?£ 33

Tottl CDlfi Staff Expertset

1

4.«4J5S,W

B100 Professional Sttvie«
tlOt CoRsufeipB jBCO)

26 .4S3 CO

*10? LegaMProefcauef)

U1jHT 34
68,277 £0

*1*3 Mi fitt Twt (insurance)
tfG4 flint Production{T2td and Bunny)

1,315,114 63

<1105 Creative Service* !BMD. HoveVilW TlartdSMflny)

1.575 545 00

*1(» Sirwctvroi (AECOBi

2 1fS.13S.4ft

0107 Ir4efn«*k»*1 fTeneo)

500,000 00

61D8 Fublic Rata ton* (JTA)

799 726 93

*111 Event Mana«a**nt |TBD)

&7B.& S92
4;042,ie£l5

*112 Consultant! Fa**

1.720,405 76

6110 Social HMb [Laundry Scrvie*)

163,5**30

6114 Intern Hlwial Rafitiona (TED)

10.500 DO

*115 Tss Service* fDnJycr)

15.515 on

*116 Audit Few

£36.5SO 9".

*117 Other PrafeeaJoml! Fees
Tdti I 6 4D0 Pnrfawfd h*l fi*ivfce»

$

16W ,?».M

*11® Provider Tit

907.491 67

6200 MedLaA3uIi**ch E»pen*fis

550.67404

BJJO UedtAiOvlieeoh CoHaiefa'. Vatcrial=

i35 19R7i

B4O0 Incursm
MCI Qenera! Liability

IBI.Wflfl

6402 Tpww CovtHtg?

315.433.S5

Total 6400 Litoranc*

S

477.082.63

*900 Travel 6 EntartahrTWt
6901 ttfuv

388,650 03

MM H«#{4 wseflioc

913.0Q7 06

BH>3 AuwPorkWh}

178.4*7 B2

125,460 62
4.01150

6504 Jjaait
65M Eirtenairifflcrit

«5ra ojrwrtfcC
Total MOO Travel A Entartarnment

(5,563.69)
9

1,56?JO*,*

.12*. 611 24

*650 CharterAircraft
WOO Ort.ce, DU

S13.3J7 45

B6C1 Office Reel Expense
ftM2 Perking Eipunw - Valid atone

20,60S,75

6603 Parking ELspcnxe ■ fjrnployee*

W.8Pt «•

tSSE Shipping Fxpenie

51.027 34

was Office Supplies

50.394 55

•607 Telephone

38.9*2 03

*£Ofi Licensee, F«es fc Dp*e

54.03175

i 174 50

•HO Baok ftM
MIS Other Operating Expanse*

170.M9S&
fit 592 3fi

M16 IT Exfkb*»

5 2,219.69

4914 Intewet Expocs*
TwalMM Gffltwfr, OftA

I

lMifl91.il

9000 Taics
235.03

TO02 Slat* Fncnw Tax

TpMl t ape ndH urea

1
<

211.00
25,991,6*2.7*

ltd Operating Newnuc

$

f 17.406.73*.*£}

Total *0C0 Twee

Other Expenditures

T45.i5*4E

8101 bepretliikei Enpens*

Tplel Other ExptwHftifee

Mat Revenue

Unaudited

1
J

[142,551.44)

$

117,551.207.43)

LRBQaa

LA 2028
Statement of Cash Flows - Unaudited

tnao£B

OQ>
FYE2017
Tota!
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net Revenue

(17.551,297.435

Adjustments to reconcile Net Revenue to Net Cash provided by operations:
1200 PI edges/Donations Receivable

11,472,256.62

1301 P repaid s: Prepaid Insurance

36,021.52

1302 Prepare:Prepaid Expenses

354,047.76

1404 Fixed Assets: Ac cumulated Depreciation

142.558.40

2200 Accounts Payable (A/P)

(451,174.69)

2300 Accrued Liabilities

(6? B, 7 35,80)

2350 Other Current Liabilities

2.750,000 00

2351 Accrued interest

6.37-5.74

235$ Credit Card Accruals

(9.393.69)

2362 Payroll Liabilities :CA PtT/SDI

(B,606.50)

2363 Payroll Liabilities:CA SUf / ETT

17.70

2364 Payroll Liabilities federal Taxes (9417944)

(39703,99)

2365 Payroll UabiTiUP5;MA Income Tax

(2,843 86)

2366 payroll UabWtfes:MA Unemployment Tax
Total Adjustments to reconcile Net Revenue to Nei Cash provided by operations:
Net cash provided by operating ectivilies

(266.90)

E

13,570,531.57

!

(3,980,765.56)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
1402 Fixed Assets :IT Infra structure Equipment

(4.641.47}

1403 Fixed As sets: Lease Hold Improvements

(4,04973)

1600 Security Deposits
Net cash provided by investing activities

300,000,00

*

(3,669,456.66)

Net c-ash increase for period
Cash at beginning of period
Cash at end of period

Unaudited

291,309.30

4.663,570.35

*

974,113.63
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Appendix B — Glossary

Q 20 i 3 KPW5G LLP’, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the IDS. member firm of the KPMG netv. crk of independent member firms a titfeted with KPMG
International Cooperative {"KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
The KPMG name and iogo are regi: :sred trademark
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On July 31, 2017, the International Olympic Committee (IOC} announced its intention to award the 2024
Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games (Games) to Paris and the 2028 Games to Los Angeles. This
historic decision was the first time two sets of Games were awarded simultaneously and where a City
has been awarded the Games 11-years in advance, rather than the more standard 7-year planning cycle.
Subsequent to the decision, the LA28 Organizing Committee (LA28) was established to partner with the
City of Los Angeles (City) and the United States Olympic Committee (USOC) in staging the Games.
Pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed between the City and LA28, KPMG LLP
(KPMG) was engaged to conduct an independent assessment of the 2028 Games budget. KPMG
assessed the budget as of January 22, 2019. Since KPMG previously performed an assessment of the
proposed 2024 Games budget, the 2028 Games budget was compared to the 2024 Games budget dated
October 16, 2016 to identify budget categories and assumptions with significant changes. Similar to the
prior assessment, the objective was not to conduct a financial audit, rather to conduct an assessment of
how significant changes to the budget and assumptions were determined and supported.
LA28's approach to developing the budget continues to be focused on the following guiding principles:
— Adherence to the Olympic Agenda 2020 by utilizing existing, world-class facilities
— Using a transparent process to produce a credible and balanced budget
— Employing a bottom-up approach to demonstrate rigorous, reasonable, and achievable estimates
— Taking a conservative approach
A key difference between the 2024 Games budget reviewed previously by KPMG and the 2028 Games
budget is that the 2024 Games budget was represented in 2016 dollars as was required by the IOC for
the Games candidature stage. The 2028 Games budget is represented in real dollars and represents a
3.3% increase over the proposed 2024 Games budget dated October 16, 2016. Eighty-six percent (86%)
of the increase in expenses is due to inflation ($1,358.5 million of a total budget increase of $1,577.5
million). The remaining increase of $219 million includes the costs of the youth sport program and other
expenses, partially offset by reductions in some expenses.
KPMG found the current $6.9 billion real dollar budget prepared by LA28 to be reasonable and complete
for this stage of the lifecycle given the Games are nine years in the future. The Games' concept (i.e.,
venue plan) has not changed and there are reasonable processes in place to mitigate the risk of
overspending in the additional four years of planning that started upon award.
While no significant findings were identified, the on-going viability of the budget depends on continued
adherence to the assumptions and estimates made at this stage in the planning lifecycle. As the 2028
Games budget moves from the planning to operational stage, we recommend the City and LA28
continue to adhere to the assumptions and estimates made at this stage in the planning lifecycle, remain
focused on budget and cash management processes, continue to develop alternative mitigation
strategies to control changes in budget categories beyond projected levels, and monitor the applicability
of IOC New Norm guidelines. Each of these items is described further in the report.
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Background
On July 31, 2017 the IOC announced its intention to award the 2024 Games to Paris and the 2028
Games to Los Angeles. On September 13, 2017, the decision to award the two sets of Games
simultaneously was formally approved by the IOC, which is the first time this has occurred.
The decision to award the Games 11-years in advance as opposed to the standard 7-years has an impact
on the planning and staging of the Los Angeles Games, as there will now be an extended lead time for
the establishment and operations of the host Organizing Committee for the Olympic Games (OCOG).
This impact, on both the planning and budgeting for the 2028 Games, is reflected in the LA28 Games
budget.

Scope
Pursuant to the MOU signed between the City and LA28, KPMG was engaged to conduct an
independent assessment of the 2028 Games budget. KPMG assessed the budget as of January 22,
2019. Since KPMG had previously performed an assessment of the proposed 2024 Games budget, the
2028 Games budget was compared to the 2024 Games budget dated October 16, 2016 to identify
budget categories and assumptions with significant changes. Similar to the prior assessment, the
objective was not to conduct a financial audit, rather to conduct an assessment of how significant
changes to the budget and assumptions were determined and supported.

Approach
KPMG assessed the 2028 Games budget in a manner similar to the approach for the 2024 Games
budget. The review of the 2024 Games budget leveraged a bottom up approach to evaluate the
methodology used by the LA24 Exploratory Committee (LA24) in developing the budget and testing
various budget categories. In this assessment, a bottom-up approach to all budget categories was not
required, as moving the Games from 2024 to 2028 did not have a uniform impact on all Games budget
categories. Detailed analysis activities were focused on the budget categories which had changed.
KPMG's approach in conducting the assessment included the following phases and activities:

Planning phase
— Gained an understanding of the changes made to the 2024 Games budget reviewed by KPMG.
— Gained an understanding of how the 2028 Games budget was developed.
— Reconciled the 2024 Games budget reviewed by KPMG to the 2028 Games budget to identify areas
of change and for further detailed analysis.

-2-

Analysis phase
— Performed detailed analysis of the 2028 Games budget categories identified in the Planning Phase.
— Determined whether observations from the 2024 Games budget review by KPMG were considered in
the 2028 Games budget.
— Determined whether the 2028 Games budget conformed to the IOC guidelines and provisions of the
Host City Contract (HCC) and included appropriate levels of contingencies and financial guarantees.

Report outline
This report summarizes the results of KPMG's review, as outlined below:
— Summary of budget assessment: provides an overview of KPMG's understanding of the budget
formation process, results from the detailed analysis of budget categories, and provisions of IOC
guidelines and the HCC.
— Factors for City's consideration: provides comments on factors and expenditures that may be
important for the City as it prepares to host the Games.
— Appendix A - Detailed analysis of 2028 Games budget
— Appendix B - Glossary
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In 2016, KPMG assessed the proposed 2024 Games budget dated October 16, 2016 which formed the
basis for KPMG's report dated December 2016. Since then, LA28 has undertaken additional budget
work. This work included the incorporation of additional information as it became available to LA28 and
factored the estimated inflation to reflect the budgeted amounts in 2024 dollars and again in 2028 real
dollars as required by the IOC. As part of the planning phase, it was necessary for KPMG to understand
the changes to the budget in order to comment on the completeness and reasonableness of the current
2028 Games budget. Please refer to Appendix A for details on the revised assumptions and benchmarks
evaluated as part of the budget assessment.
As noted in the Executive Summary, inflation accounts for 86% of the budget change with the increase
in revenue and expenses reflecting the anticipated rates of inflation over the lifecycle of the Games. The
other changes to the budget were primarily due to updated terms between the IOC and OCOG in the
HCC and addition of new City-wide initiatives undertaken by LA28. The following table illustrates the
impact of inflation on the budget as well as other changes in both revenue and expenses beyond
inflation. It should be noted that revenue and expense are not synchronized through the lifecycle of the
Games, resulting in differences between the inflation adjustments for each.
Reconciliation

Adjustments

Revenue

$5,306.7

$1,071.8

$505.7

$6,884.2

Expenses

$5,306.7

$1,358.5

£219.0

$6,884,2

$0

-$286.7

$286.7

$0

Net

Inflation

Other changes

2028 Budget **

2024 Budget*
(2016 Dollars)

(Real Dollars)

In millions USD
* KPMG reviewed the 2024 Games budget dated October 16, 2016. An updated version of the 2024 Games budget
was submitted to IOC in February 2017.
# # KPMG reviewed the 2028 Games budget dated January 22, 2019.
— Other changes - Revenue: The increase of $505.7M includes an increase in IOC support as identified
in the HCC (page 7), additional budgeted Ticketing revenue (page 6), Domestic Sponsorship (page 6),
Licensing and Merchandise, Earned Commissions and Interest Income.
— Other changes - Expenses: The net change in expenses is $219M. Youth sport and sustainability
programs, at costs of up to S160M and $25M respectively, were added to the budget along with
additional costs for secondary ceremonies sites and costs that will be incurred on account of the
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extended lifecycle for LA28. These additional costs were partially offset by reductions in Technology
costs per the directives of the IOC, and the removal of costs associated with the movement of
specialized team equipment prior to arrival in the host city.

Methodologies
The planning for large multi-sport sport events such as the Games spans multiple years which requires
the budget to consider factors such as changes in cost and price of goods and services (inflation), and
timing of cash inflows and outflows. With the assistance of specialists, LA28 developed methodologies
to develop cash flow estimates and methods to calculate the impact of inflation on both revenues and
expenses from current year through to the Games in 2028. LA28 also made additional adjustments to the
budget based on new or updated information and to account for four additional years of activify. Refer to
Appendix A for details.

Cash flow methodology
Cash flow methodology refers to the process of estimating the timing of revenue and expense activity
over the lifecycle of the budget.
LA28 developed cash flow estimates using the assistance of subject matter experts focused on
determining when revenue would be realized and expenses would be incurred. The purpose of
estimating the timing of revenue and expenses is crucial. LA28 has estimated cash flow with cumulative
surpluses each year that will generate Interest Income and has assumed that no Interest Expense would
be incurred. In the 2028 Games budget, the cash flow methodology resulted in a reduction in Interest
Expense and the addition of Interest Income.
KPMG found the cash flow methodology included in the 2028 Games budget to be reasonable.

Inflation methodology
LA28 contracted external organizations to assist with the development of the methodology which
resulted in an estimated annual inflation rate of 1.912%. The inflation rate was then applied to the
estimated value of revenue and expenses based on cash flow. Additionally, adjustments were made to
cap some revenue and expense categories to prevent overstatement. For example: the Sustainability
program has been "capped" at$25M.
KPMG found the methodology used by LA28 and the resulting calculations to be reasonable and provide
an appropriate estimate, at this point in time. However, the longer lifecycle creates some uncertainty
with respect to budget projections and we recommend that LA28 continue to develop strategies to
mitigate any cost increases beyond the projected budget. Such strategies could include different
approaches to contracting, substitution of materials, and an assessment of possible "buy, rent, borrow,
resell" options.

Revenue generation and direct expenses
When developing a budget there are expenses that relate to revenue generation. For example, expenses
related to website and general advertising and promotion support the revenue generation of Ticketing,
Licensing and Merchandising. Since the cash flow and inflation methodologies resulted in an increase in
Ticketing, Licensing and Merchandising revenue, LA28 maintained a consistent percentage of expense to
revenue generation.
Cost of sales are a dynamic mix of fixed and variable costs. An organizing committee will incur costs
before making a sale but will also make other sales at little additional cost. KPMG assessed the expense
to revenue generation percent used by LA28 and found this to be reasonable.
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Additionally, KPMG calculated the percentage of direct marketing expenses to revenue generation from
the October 2016 to January 2019 budgets and noted the percentage to be consistent, validating that
revenue has not been increased without allowing for the additional costs required to support the revenue
goal.

Budget categories with substantive changes
The detailed reconciliation of the budget changes identified Ticketing, Domestic Sponsorship and People
Management as areas for further analysis. Therefore, a bottom-up review of these functions was
performed and each rationale for the major changes is provided in the respective sub-sections below.

Ticketing
The KPMG report o1 December 2016 noted that "the process for estimating ticketing revenue deviated
from the guiding principle of using a conservative approach.1' Over the last two years, LA28 has been
able to further test their assumptions in greater detail based on the study of reports from past Games
and provided the analysis to KPMG.
LA28 estimated ticketing revenue based on updated venue and event information, the addition of non
event sites and the inflation methodology. LA28 also took into consideration KPMG's recommendation
from the 2016 budget review and considered the popularity of events in estimating ticket revenue, rather
than applying a uniform rate. KPMG validated the changes to ticketing revenue and found them to be
reasonable as noted below:

Budget progression - Ticketing
Budget

Dollars

2024 Budget
(2016 Dollars)

$1.473.6M

2028 Budget
(Real Dollars)

S1.928.8M

Change Rationale

Paralympic opening and closing ceremonies
moved to a larger stadium
Addition of a celebration site hosting parallel
$455.2M
events at opening and closing ceremonies
Live sites/non-event tickets in the sport parks
Increase based on inflation

Domestic Sponsorship
The Joint Marketing Program Agreement (JMPA), a new joint venture, was established between USOC
and LA28 that required additional modeling to be undertaken to consider the extended safes and
activation window for domestic sponsorship.
KPMG validated the changes to domestic sponsorship and found they were supported by reasonable
assumptions relating to the sponsorship program and related agreements.

Budget progression - Domestic Sponsorship
Budget

Dollars

2024 Budget
(2016 Dollars)

S1,930.7M

2028 Budget
(Real Dollars)

$2,517.7M

Change Rationale

$587.0M
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Marketing period extended from 8 years to 10
Sponsor activation adjusted
Increase based on inflation

People Management
The KPMG report of December 2016 noted that "LA24 developed the workforce mode! using an
allowance approach, rather than a mode! with specific position start and finish dates." Over the last two
years, L428 has further refined the workforce model based on additional input from Games experts and a
major human resources consulting firm. This work led to refinements to positions and the application of
four "salary bands or tiers.”
People Management costs have increased due to the additional four years of operations, additional
modeling completed, and customization and validation by an external human resources consulting firm.
The 2028 Games budget amount represents an increase on account of inflation, transfer to another
budget category and increased costs driven by the extended lifecycle.
KPMG noted that the detailed staffing plan of positions planned to be hired up to June 2022 appropriately
reflects the strategic priorities as articulated by LA28, as well as the requirements inherent in operating
such an organization.
.

Budget progression - People Management
Budget

Dollars

2024 Budget
(2016 Dollars)

S695.7M

2028 Budget
(Real Dollars)

S913.4M

Change Rationale

Increase in salaries and related costs based on
extended lifecycle
Transfer to other functions
$217.7M
Increase based on inflation

Other provisions impacting 2028 Games budget
In addition to a bottom-up review of budget categories with significant changes, KPMG validated other
factors such as provisions in the HCC and whether contingencies and financial guarantees have been
appropriately reflected in the 2028 Games budget.

Host City Contract
The HCC outlines the principles and obligations with respect to the rights and responsibilities to organize
the 2028 Games. The parties to the HCC are the City, the USOC and the IOC, which are required to
abide by the operational requirements as defined in the HCC. The negotiations between LA28 and the
IOC focused on the IOC Contribution and the challenges for the four additional years of operation by
LA28.
KPMG reviewed the HCC and noted that revenue and expense provisions included below have been
accounted for in the 2028 Games budget.

Revenue
!.

Broadcast {HCC section 9)

The HCC provides for contributions from the IOC to LA28 related to revenues generated from broadcast
agreements, in the amount of S898M. These funds are paid in "actual dollars" at time of payment to
LA28. As agreed upon by the IOC and LA28, these funds are payable to LA28 over the period 2018 to
2029, and this cash flow is reflected in the current LA28 budget, with S180M being payable over the
period 2018 to 2022.
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ii.
TOP sponsors (HCC section 8.2.b)
TOP is the IOC's international sponsorship program. TOP sponsors have exclusive worldwide
sponsorship rights for the Games.

The HCC provides for contributions from the IOC to LA28, related to the LA28's share of net revenues
from the TOP program in the amount of S437M. A further amount of $200M is provided for based on an
estimate of new TOP agreements that are to be finalized by the IOC. Both the IOC and LA28 are
confident that these additional funds will be realized. LA28 has incorporated these additional funds
(S200M) as part of the current 2028 Games budget. Therefore, the total revenue to be realized from the
TOP Program will be S637M, which is reflected in the Marketing Plan Agreement (MPA) currently being
finalized between the IOC and LA28.
In the event the anticipated additional TOP sponsorship agreements are not finalized by the IOC, the
MPA will include a clause that permits the selling rights for the relevant TOP sponsorship categories to
revert to LA28’s domestic sponsorship program. As with the Broadcast Revenues, these funds are paid
in "actual dollars" at time of payment to LA28. As agreed upon by the IOC and LA28, these funds are
payable over the period 2025 to 2028, and this cash flow is reflected in the current LA28 budget.
Value in kind (HCC section 11 and 12.b)
The HCC also establishes a value for two categories of assistance that will be provided to LA28.
mi.

Services Provided by the Olympic Broadcast Services (OBS)

The HCC provides, for indicative purposes only, an estimated fair market value of S340M for broadcast
services that will be provided by OBS to LA28 in support of the 2028 Games. While this amount is stated
in the HCC, no funds will be transferred from the IOC, as this is a value in kind (VIK) contribution and
hence is appropriately not reflected in the LA28 budget - as either a revenue or expenditure.
General Assistance and Transfer of Knowledge (TOK)

The HCC provides, in a similar manner as was done for the OBS services, an estimated fair market value
of the assistance that will be provided by the IOC to LA28 during the entire planning and delivery lifecycle
for the 2018 Games. These services and TOK include the provision of guidance and information, as well
as IOC staff expertise relative to the broad range of issues pertaining to the planning, organizing,
financing, and staging of the 2028 Games. The estimated fair market value for this item is S125M. While
this amount is stated in the HCC, no funds will be transferred from the IOC, as this is a VIK contribution
and hence is appropriately not reflected in the LA28 budget - as either a revenue or expenditure.

Expenditures (HCC section 24.8)
The HCC requires LA28 to provide to the IOC and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) royalty
rights associated with the sale of commercial partnerships in the United States. The HCC requires the
transfer of these revenues to the IOC and IPC be reflected in the LA28 budget. These royalty rights
include:
— LA28's marketing program: An amount equal to 7.5% of the cash consideration and 5% of the VIK or
other forms of consideration (e.g,, goods or services), of all gross revenues derived from all contracts
executed by the OCOG pursuant to the MPA or containing any element of commercial exploitation of
the LA28 marks or relating to the Games in anyway.
— LA28's ticketing program: The HCC requires that an amount equal to 7.5% of the gross revenues
generated from all forms of ticket (including hospitality) sales pertaining to the Games, be paid to the
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— The Olympic coin and banknote program: In principle, 3% of the face value of coins and banknotes
from the circulating program and 3% from the commemorative program of the price to dealers of all
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coins and banknotes where the mint has no retail operations (and if the mint has retail operations 3%
of the retail price).
— The Olympic stamp program: A share of the revenues generated by such program in principle, 1 % of
the retail sales value (gross sales) of all stamps within the program sold for collection, and of all valueadded philatelic products (such as postal numismatic products, prestige booklets, albums, collections
etc.).

Youth sport program (HCC section 7.2)
The HCC allows LA28 to use part of the contributions made by the IOC (e.g., from either the broadcast
and/or TOP revenue) of an amount not to exceed $ 160M to support youth sport programs in Los
Angeles. These projects are to be carried out before the 2028 Games.
The IOC and LA28 have also agreed that these funds <$160M) will be offset by revenues received by
LA28. As such, the expenditure for the youth sport program is reflected in the LA28 budget under the
Corporate Administration and Legacy budget category as a budget line item under Environment,
Sustainability, and Legacy, Refer to Section 1.4, sub-section 7 under Assumptions and benchmarks by
budget line item in Appendix A.

Contingency and financial guarantees

Contingency
The LA28 budget provides for a contingency allowance of $615.9M. This allowance is approximately
10% of the overall LA28 budget. The 10% factor was derived though pressure testing factors of the
infrastructure construction budget. This testing provided a contingency range‘of 7,5% to 10% on venue
infrastructure cost. Therefore, following a conservative approach, the 10% figure was used. For the initial
LA24 budget development a similar 10% figure was used for the contingency allowance for the other
budget categories.

Financial guarantees
Tne City and the State of California have each provided financial guarantees for LA28. Each of these
guarantees is for $270M. The call on the State of California's guarantee can only be made after the City's
guarantee is exhausted.
The City has put in place a process to provide assurance that should there be any potential call on the
financial guarantee it will occur with full transparency and adequate notice. This process is defined in the
MOU between the City and LA28 and requires that the L428 contingency fund ($615.9M) be divided
between an "Unallocated Contingency" and an "Allocated Contingency." The amount of the Allocated
Contingency is to be $270M. The MOU further states that the Allocated Contingency may only be:
a)

Utilized to cover expenditures in the event that other actual or projected LA28 revenues (including
the Unallocated Contingency) are not available therefor, or

b)

Disbursed as surplus 2028 Games profits in accordance with the HCC.

As well, the MOU states that prior to LA28's use of the Allocated Contingency, that LA28 obtain the
City's written consent. The prior approval by the City for the use of the Allocated Contingency provides
for a transparent and cautious approach to the use of the LA28 contingency allowance and will also serve
to provide the City with advance notice if the LA28 contingency allowance may become depleted and a
potential draw on the financial guarantee may exist. This transparent approach is in line with the
conservative approach utilized for the LA28 Games budget.
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Conclusion
KPMG found the current $6.9 billion budget prepared by LA28 to be reasonable and complete for this
stage of the lifecycle given the Games are nine years in the future. The Games concept <i.e.r venue plan)
has not changed and there are reasonable processes put in place to mitigate the risk of overspending in
the additional four years of planning that started upon award.
While no significant findings were identified, the on-going viability of the budget depends on continued
adherence to the assumptions and estimates made at this stage in the planning lifecycle. As the 2028
Games budget evolves and moves from the planning to the operational stage, we recommend the City
and LA28 to continue adherence to the assumptions and estimates made at this stage in the planning
lifecycle.
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The budgel prepared by LA28 represents the OCOG budget under the directives of IOC guidelines.
However, there are other factors and expenditures that are currently not included in the budget that may
be important for the City to consider. The following items are key to the successful delivery of the
Games and worth of mention:
— The IOC New Norm
— Ongoing oversight and governance
— Timing of other City infrastructure projects
— Security
— Municipal services and City vision
The IOC

New Norm

In February 2018, the IOC Session approved a plan called The New Norm1 that identifies 118 reforms to
services and requirements in order to reduce the cost of delivering the Games. The New Norm examines
aspects of operations across the Games, including venues, broadcasting, accommodation, transport, and
technology, among others. Examples of changes include reducing the size and complexity of the
International Broadcast Centre (IBC), reducing allocated seating for sponsors or Games Family, and
combining transport services for Games Family members (e.g., media, athletes, and officials).
A significant New Norm recommendation is a planning model labeled "3+4" that requires the first three
years of an OCOG's typical seven-year lifecycle be focused on strategic planning, with operational
planning waiting until the final four years. This has significant implications for staffing, resulting in smaller
OCOGs in the early years and a rapid, late ramp-up with the addition of operational staff before Gamestime. Starting operational planning no earlier than four years before the Games also has implications for
government partners as much of their planning, such as municipal services or security, is contingent on
completion of the OCOG operational plans.

1 https://stillmed.olympic.Org/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/News/20l8/02/2018-02-06-Olympic-Games-the-New-NormReport.pdf
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Although LA28 has reviewed The New Norm and identified possibilities for future savings, it has not
budgeted for them at this time with the exceptions of the reduced IBC size and the staffing model, the
latter of which was anticipated in the October 2016 budget. Not incorporating New Norm savings is the
conservative approach, which is appropriate given that The New Norm recommendations have not yet
been fully proven.
KPMG recommends that LA28 keep the City abreast of New Norm opportunities for savings against
upcoming winter and summer Games in order to assess their effectiveness and to incorporate relevant
savings into their own planning. For each identified New Norm acted upon by LA28, KPMG recommends
that LA28 maintain a "tracking system" which should include a description of LA28's approach to
addressing the New Norm.

Ongoing oversight and governance

Governance
Following the awarding of the 2028 Games, LA28 established a new MOU with the City. According to
the provisions of the MOU, the City has representation on the LA28 Board of Directors, Executive
Committee, and Audit Committee. This current governance structure appears to be adequately designed
to provide the City with oversight to the management of the business and affairs of LA28.
KPMG recommends the City institute a program of regular reviews with members of the LA28 Board of
Directors, Executive Committee, and the Audit Committee to provide ongoing fiscal oversight over the
budget and operations of the Games.

City Working Group
In addition to the formalized governance structure, the City and LA28 have established a "City Working
Group." The group includes the Mayor, the City Administrative Officer (CAO), the City Legislative Analyst
(CLA), and the City Attorney as the City's liaisons with LA28. Representatives from LA28 are required to
meet regularly with these liaisons to update and gather input from these stakeholders regarding all
elements of planning for the Games.
The role of this group will increase in importance over time as the planning for the Games moves from a
strategic to operational phase, requiring increased coordination and issue resolution.

Timing of other City infrastructure projects
As noted in KPMG's 2016 report, new public infrastructure projects such as the Los Angeles Airport
modernization and transit improvement were underway or planned to be completed before the original
Games dates in 2024. While LA28 is not relying on these as part of its operations and would not see its
budget increase should they not happen, the successful implementation of these projects will enhance
the experience of spectators, tourists and other Games clients {e.g., athletes and officials) and contribute
to the efficiency of hosting the Games by mitigating the level of disruption that the Games may cause
across the City,

Security
Given the delay from 2024 to 2028, the timing for security planning is now further away than it had been
at the time of the KPMG 2016 report. It is worth restating that the Department of Flomeland Security has
confirmed that the Games are designated a National Special Security Event (NSSE) based on the
anticipated attendance by dignitaries and the size and significance of the event. This requires the U.S.
Secret Service (USSS) to be the lead agency by statute, for the "planning, implementation and
coordination of operational security” for the Games. Other agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Department of Defense, and the
Department of Health and Human Services, will also be involved.
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Local law enforcement agencies will provide security operations within their jurisdictions, under the
overall coordination of the USSS. The cost of providing security services, at the national, state and
municipal level, is funded through a separate process of appropriations based on the NSSE designation.
This process requires a detailed level of operational planning, which is not undertaken this far in advance
of the Games. It would be difficult and counterproductive to expend resources in planning for security at
this stage in the lifecycle.
While the detailed security planning and appropriations are a future process, the LA28 budget currently
includes expenditures for security-related services based on typical events held regularly in Los Angeles.
These budgeted costs include, for example, requirements to support security activities in and around the
venues such as fencing, power, cabling, tents/cabins; private security for pedestrian and vehicle
screening; short-term workforce; and, public safety planning, among others. Costs outside of these
elements are not usually held in an OCOG budget given that the OCOG does not have control over
decisions that may impact the cost of security at Games-time (e.g., based on an elevated threat level or a
low-risk tolerance).
As planning progresses, KPMG recommends that the City and L7\28 work with national, state and local
enforcement agencies to clearly understand the timing of the appropriations process and the methods
for determining any additional costs of security that might be outside the NSSE designation.

Municipal services and City vision
Similar to the 2024 Games budget, LA28 has included a budget estimate in the 2028 Games budget to
cover the costs of the incremental or enhanced municipal services to be provided for the 2028 Games,
including enhanced event services, road closures and street services, enhanced department services,
and enhanced sanitation and cleaning. The estimate, developed from available data for relevant services
based on existing City agreements with entities such as the Los Angeles Rams and the University of
Southern California, as well as with reference to special events such as the 1984 Games, Special
Olympics, and other events, appears to be reasonable.
Notwithstanding these costs included in the 2028 Games budget, the planning and hosting of the 2028
Games may require a further commitment on the part of the City and will be dependent on the City's
vision for the Games. Hosting the Games has provided the City with an opportunity to develop its vision
to complement the broader public policy objectives that the City has established and capture the benefits
it would like to realize for its residents. The vision could leverage how the City wishes to align and
promote the City's Olympic-related activities with broader public policy goals such as tourism and
economic development, and realize benefits through legacy related initiatives.
KPMG recommends the City, in concert with LA28, fully develop its vision for hosting of the 2028 Games
to allow for appropriate resource planning. This will help ensure the City's vision is complementary to
that of LA28 and the visions of the City and LA28 are mutually supportive.
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Introduction
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This section contains details of the procedures performed by KPMG to analyze the 2028 Games budget.
This includes a line by line comparison of budget categories in the 2024 and 2028 Games budgets and
the evaluation of the underlying evidence and assumptions in order to understand changes in budgeted
amounts. The section also details the revised assumptions and benchmarks evaluated for each budget
category.

1.2 Procedures performed by KPMG
Overall budget
KPMG performed the following steps to test the reasonableness and completeness of the budget as set
out in the table below:
— Verified the formulas and mathematical accuracy of the budget by comparing the roll-up of budget line
items to the summary
— Reconciled the current 2028 budget to the October 16, 2016 budget reviewed by KPMG
— Obtained clarification from LA28 on specific line item changes to help ensure all budget variances
were accounted for
— Reviewed models and detailed working papers where assumptions had changed
— Considered other factors that had changed since October 2016, for example, the IOC New Norm and
the increased project timeline during due to the awarding of the 2028 Games

1.3 Tracking of budget changes
In order to comment on the completeness and reasonableness of the current 2028 Games budget,
KPMG first performed a line by line comparison of the budget categories in the 2024 and 2028 Games
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budgets. The table below demonstrates the comparison of the 2024 Games budget previously reviewed
in October 2016 to the current 2028 Games budget reviewed in January 2019.
2024 Budget

2028 Budget

[2016 Dollars)

(Real Dollars)

IOC Contribution

$855.0

$898.0

TOP

$453.5

$637.0

Domestic Sponsorship

$1,930.7

$2,517.7

Ticket Sales

$1,473.5

$1,928.8

$225.5

$304.9

$10

$0

$7

$0

Other Revenues

$351.5

$597.8

Total Revenues

$5,306.7

$6,884.2

Revenue

Licensing and Merchandising
Government Contribution or Grants
Lotteries

2024 Budget

2028 Budget

(2016 Dollars)

(Real Dollars)

$1,198.3

$1,463.6

Sport, Games Services and Operations

$922.5

$1,228.7

Technology

$565.6

$626.5

People Management

$695.8

$913.4

Ceremonies and Culture

$176.8

$245.0

Communications, Marketing and Look

$194.2

$397.3

Corporate Admin and Legacy

$220.5

$587.1

Other Expenses

$841.1

$806.7

Contingency

$491.9

$615.9

$5,306,7

$6,884.2

Expenses
Venue Infrastructure

Total Expenses

In millions USD
As seen in the table above, the 2024 Games budget was presented in 2016 dollars whereas the 2028
Games budget is presented in 2028 real dollars. As a result, a significant change in the budgeted
amounts for revenue and expense categories was due to adjustments made to account for inflation.
Since inflation impacts revenue and expenses differently, the resulting changes in revenue and expenses
due to inflation were 68% and 86% respectively.
The remaining changes in revenue and expense budget categories were due to the following four
factors:
— Reclassifications based on IOC financial template
— Additions and/or reductions due to new or better information
— Impact of additional four years of activity
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— Changes due to tine tuning.
The schedule below shows the increase by inflation and other changes for revenue and expenses, at a
summary level.
Reconciliation

2024 Budget

Inflation

(2016 Dollars)

Adjustments

Revenue

$5,306.7

$1,071.8

$505.7

$6,884.2

Expenses

$5,306.7

$1,358.5

$219.0

$6,884.2

$0.0

-$286.7

$286.7

$0.0

Net

Other changes

2028 Budget
(Real Dollars)

In millions USD

Other changes - Detailed reconciliation
In addition to the adjustments for inflation, other changes were made to the 2028 Games budget. The
schedule below summaries the net change in revenue and expenses on account of the four factors
noted above followed by details of the factors that resulted in an increase or decrease in revenue and
expense.
Impact on Revenue

Impact on Expenses

Increase

Decrease

Net
Change

Increase

Decrease

Change

$31.3

$31.3

$0.0

$708,8

$708.8

$0.0

Additions and/or
reductions based on
new or better
information

$624.9

$262,9

$362.0

$270.0

$176.8

$93.2

Impact of additional
four years of activity

$146.7

$0.0

$146.7

$125.0

$0.0

$125.0

Changes due to fine
tuning

$0.4

$3.4

-$3.0

$0,8

$0.0

$0.8

$803.3

$297.6

$505.7

$1,104.6

$885.6

$219.0

Factor

Reclassifications
based on IOC financial
template

Totals

Net

In millions USD

1.

Reclassification based on IOC financial template

This category of changes was due to updates made by the IOC to their budget template. The changes in
revenue and expenses due to reclassification resulted in moving revenue and expenses within the
different budget categories, As the budgeted amounts were not impacted due to the reclassification,
other than the accounting for inflation, the net change in both revenue and expenses due to
reclassification was zero. The following changes were made due to reclassification.

Revenue
— Reallocation of Government contributions. Lotteries, and License Plate royalties to the appropriate
accounts.

-
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Expenses
— Reallocation of costs relating to Energy, Technology, Stakeholder Services, Municipal Services,
Accreditation, Test Events, Protocol and Languages, Other Expenses and Communications, Marketing
and Look.

2.

Additions and/or reductions based on new or better information

The awarding of the 2028 Games to Los Angeles resulted in several changes that provided LA28 with
new or better information. These changes included signing the HCC that provided updated contractual
information, and updated information provided from external experts and industry-based reports. In
addition, LA28 was able to undertake planning for new City-wide initiatives and developing a vision for
hosting the Games. This updated information resulted in both increase and decrease in revenue and
expense categories as noted below.

Revenue
— Increases to IOC funding, Domestic Sponsorship, Ticketing (additional sites), Earned Commissions,
and Interest Incomes.
— Decreases due to IOC funding (net positive), "capping" of revenue sources e.g., Sponsor Activation,
certain Licensing and Merchandising lines, and Donations.

Expenses
— Increases due to changes to costs in Venue Operations (rental). Ceremonies and Culture (Ceremonies
2nd site), central Travel and Expense, and Legal,
— Addition of youth sport and sustainability programs.
— Decreases from the reduction of specialized venue space, Technology costs (IOC feedback), and the
removal of costs associated with the movement of specialized team equipment prior to arrival in the
host city, interest costs, and the identification of overlap in services between functions. "Capping" of
certain costs already stated in "real dollars".

3.

impact of additional four years of activity

For the first time, the Games have been awarded 11 years in advance. The four additional years of
activity was another factor that resulted in an increase both in revenue and expenses as explained below.

Revenue
— Extended sales and activation window for domestic sponsorship sales.
— Longer lead-time for Licensing and Merchandising.

Expenses
— Additional costs incurred on account of extended lifecycle of four years
- Staffing over an extra four years
- Rental and operating costs
- Sponsorship sales support

4.

Changes due to fine tuning

The final factor that resulted in changes to the budget categories was rounding and fine tuning
undertaken by LA28. This factor mostly resulted in a small decrease in revenue and expenses as noted
below.

Revenue
— Minor changes due to rounding and fine tuning across a number of functions.
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1.4. Assumptions and benchmarks by budget line item
Revenue
1.

E
1.1

2.

E
2.1

IOC contribution
Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Broadcast
revenues

— Revised IOC contribution and payment schedule is specified in the signed HCC

TOP program
Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Cash & VIK

— Revised TOP program revenue and payment schedule is specified in the
signed HCC

2.2

— TOP program revenue is expressed as net revenue, not gross as previously
done, as per IOC direction
2.3

3.

Mobility

— Assumes realization of an additional S200M in TOP program revenue as per
HCC, or failing that, the reversion of the mobility category to LA28 to its
domestic sponsorship program

Domestic sponsorship

#

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

3.1

Domestic
sponsorship

— Additional analysis was undertaken based on the longer 10-year selling and 8year activation marketing period, and the increased Team USA marketing
window from 4 to 8 years
— Three additional models were then tested, including implications of Tier 3
sponsors which are typically brought on close to the Games and the increased
activation spend necessary to achieve the results
— The most conservative of the three scenarios was chosen

4.

Ticket sales

#

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

4.1

Ticket sales

— Additional analysis was undertaken to test if selkate models used in the
budget were realistic. This included comparing actual sellHhrough rates by
sport and session where available from London 2012 and Rio 2016
— The analysis did not result in any changes to the ticketing model
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Expenditures
1.

Venue infrastructure

E

1.1

2.

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Unit cost
development
basis

— The New Norm was applied to the IBC to incorporate the change in ceiling
height
— An additional independent cost analysis was commissioned from Rider Levett
Buckneli to validate the costing approach and estimates; no budget changes
were recommended based on that review

Sport, games services and operations

#

Element

2.7

Transportation — Movement of specialized team equipment prior to arrival in the host city

2.10

Venue Ops

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

— Review of rental costs of certain venues based on new information

3.

Technology

#

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

3.1

information
technology

— Renegotiated contracts resulted in lower revised estimate in expenditures for
LA28

4.

People management

#

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

4.1

Workforce
model

— Mercer was contracted to refine the incentive and benefits framework both
near term and for the lifecycle of LA28, specifically incorporating;
- Sports industry, for profit and not for profit organizations standards
- City specific effects on compensation
- LA28 specific growth curve and scope
— A detailed staffing plan by position and tier was developed for the additional
four upfront years of LA28 operations, focused on the specific programing
needs during this phase and without moving the overall growth curve forward
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5.

■
5.1

Ceremonies and culture
Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Opening and
Closing
Ceremonies

— A dual concept for the Ceremonies was added to the LA28 budget after the
2016 KPMG report, although elements were reviewed at the time despite it
not being incorporated into the budget at the time
— Other than adding a venue to both ceremonies, all other assumptions and
benchmarks with respect to the venues, capacities, impacts to ticketing, and
operations remain the same

6.

E
6.3

Communications, marketing and look
Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Marketing and
commercial
program

— Assumptions on additional investment required to support increased
promotion, sponsor activations, and support of sponsor revenue targets
given the additional four years of operations
— The JMPA between LA28 and the USOC has been signed that sets out
specific marketing rights
— The JMPA between LA28 and the IOC is being negotiated, which sets
out rights for marketing the Olympic rings and the Paralympic Agitos

7.

E
7.2

Corporate administration and legacy (Including insurance)
Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

Environment, — New commitments for a youth sports program and sustainability were added
sustainability
to the budget after the KPMG 2016 review
and legacy
— The youth sports program is discussed under Key Analysis within the Host City
Contract
— Assumption for sustainabilify was based on an IOC recommendation

8.

Other expenses

#

Element

LA28 revised assumptions and benchmarks

8.1

Marketing
rights and
royalties

— The JMPA between LA28 and the USOC has been signed that sets out
specific royalty arrangements from OCOG to USOC on revenue categories
— The JMPA between LA28 and the IOC is being negotiated, which sets out
royalties due to the IOC for use of the Olympic rings and the !PC for the
Paralympic Agitos
— The HCC has also been signed by LA28, the USOC, and the IOC
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Term

Description

CAO

City Administrative Officer - City of Los Angeles

CLA

City Legislative Analyst - City of Los Angeles

HCC

Host City Contract

IBC

International Broadcast Centre

IF

International Sport Federation

IOC

International Olympic Committee

I PC

International Paralympic Committee

JMPA

Joint Marketing Program Agreement

LA28

The Organizing Committee for the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games (or OCOG)

London 2012

London Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding (between the City of Los Angeles and LA28)

MPA

Marketing Plan Agreement (between the IOC and LA28)

NOC

National Olympic Committee

NSSE

National Special Security Event

OBS

Olympic Broadcast Services

OCOG

Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games (or LA28)

TOK

Transfer of Knowledge

TOP

The Olympic Partner Program

UCLA

University of California, Los Angeles

USSS

United States Secret Service

USOC

United States Olympic Committee

VIK

Value in Kind

VUA

Venue Use Agreement
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